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company,
the first witness today
In the Investigation conducted by Attorney General Hadley of Missouri,
who Is seking to oust the Standard Oil
company of Indiana, and companies
alleged to be allied with It from doing business In Missouri.
Attorney General Hadley began bv
asking Mr. Rogers if he Is a stockholder In the Standard Oil company of
Indiana, and Mr. Rogers said he Is.
"Do you know anything of the conditions of the sale of oil In Missouri?"
he wa asked.
"Not In detail."
"Do you know of any division of the
huslness In Missouri relative to the
sale of oil between the respondent
companies, the Waters-Pierc- e
and the
Republic Oil company?"
"I do not."
"Do you own or control any stock In
company yourself
the Waters-Ple.rc- e
or through another person?"
"I do not."
"Do vim know N. NT, Van Buren?"
"I have heard of him."
"He Is a
of John D.
Is he not?"
"So I have understood. 11
"Is H. M. Tllford a director of the
Standard ON company?"
"I don't know; I don't think so."
"Dou you what what business he W
In?"
"I think he Is connected witli the
Continental company."
"Has Mr. Tilford an office at 26
Broadway?"
"I think he has."
"Is the business of the Standard Oil
company of Indiana controlled In Missouri by any trade committee with offices at 26 Broadvoy?"
"Not to my knowledge."
"What buslntrss
connection have
you, If any. with the business of selling nnd refining petroleum
In Missouri?"
"I have none."
"You swear that part of the busiby
ness Is controlled and managed
others?".
"Yes, the detail work is."
"Who Is president of the Standard
Oil company of Indiana?"
"D. A. Moffatt. I think."
"Do you know Walter C. Teagle?"
"Yes."
"You said before that Mr. Teagle
was In some foreign business. Is that
In connection with the Standard Oil?"
"I understand so."
"Where Is Mr. Moffatt's office?"
"I believe it Is at 26 Brondwny."
"Did you never have a conference
with Mr. Moffult there?"
"I have."
"Was It on business connected with
the business of the Stnndard OH company of Indinna nnd did you meet him
at 26 Broadway?"
"I presume that It was, I don't recall now."
"You know of the existence of th"
Waters-Pierce
of MiOH company
son-in-la- w

ssouri?"

"I have heard of It, replied Mr.
Rogers.
Mr. Ha'dley then read a question
asked at the previous hearing which
comrhnrgort that the Waters-Pierc- e
pany, and the Republic Oil company
am) the Standard Oil company of Indian, were doing business In Mis
souri In violation of thut state's antitrust law.
"Is It not a fact that the stock of
these three companies Is held In the
Standard Oil company of New Jersey
or by some person or persons in trust
for It or a combination, trust, confederation, or agreement?" the attor-no- y
general asked.
knowledge Limited.
no Mi nnrn cake
AGAIIVKT I HANKIK
"My knowledge Is extremely limitEtLe
San Francisco. Mar. 24. Poed ns to such details," answered Mr.
lice Judge Cahnnnls todny dis- e Rogers.
Judge Johnson, one of the attorneys
missed the charges of
filed against Frankle
for the Htnndurd OH compony, then
had It noted on the record thut the
Nll, Mark Hhnughnessy. Spider
Kelly.
John Frayne. Timothy
Standard Oil company would admit
Thnmns Hurk nnd
that the Standard Oil company stock
Hilly Tloehe, growing out of the
of ihe Republic Oil company and the
Waters-Pierc- e
Oil company, and the
death of Horry Tennv. after his
nve contest with Nell.
Standard Oil of Indiana, was held In
The
trust by the Standard Oil of New Jerlodge held that there wns no evisey.
dence to sustain the charges.
Judge Johnson added that the ad
er
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Washington, Mar. 24. The executive council of the Federation of LaEast St. Louis. III., Mar. 24. A car- bor today reaffirmed Us decision and
the
of the Federation of Lapet tack, caught between cogwheels bor decision
relative to political action us folcaused a spark that resulted In the lows:
blowing up of the works of the Phoe
"We reaffirm as one of the cardinal
nix Powder Co., eight
miles from principles of the trade union movement that the working people must
here this afternoon ami killing John unite
and organize, irrespective of
Nash, aged T,x years, and Kdward
creed, color, sex, nationality or polaged 24 years. The build itics.
"That the American Federation of
ing was completely desrroyod, parts
Labor most firmly and unequivocally
being scattered all over the surroundfavors the Independent use of the
ing country In the vicinity. Nash was ballot by
the trade unionists and
tunning the machine which caused working men, united regardless
of
the igniting spark. After the accident parly, that wo may elect men from
own
our
to
new
ranks
laws
make
and
a tack was found In the cogs of the
demolished machine, and experts at administer them along Ihe lines laid
in
legislative
down
the
of
demands
was
no
the factory said there
doubt
the American Federation of Labor,
but that it caused the explosion.
Thomas J. Tolar, the only other and at the same time secure an Imparoccupant of the building, was badly tial Judiciary that will not govern us
bruised. He had crawled three hun- by arbitrary Injunctions of the courts,
dred feet from the seat of the debris noa act as me pitani tools or core
ra
wealth.
when rescuers found him.
Windows were broken by the con- Mr 'That as our efforts are centered
Hgainst
all forms of industrial slaverv
cussion at Kdgemont, a mile distant
and economic wrong, we must also
r
direct our utmost energies to remove
ONE MORE BODY RECOVERED
and
FROM DEPTHS or COAL mini: all forms of political servitude
party slavery, to the end thai the
Investigation shows Explosion Result- working people may act as a unit at
the polls at every election."
ed From "Blown out shot."
The policy of questioning candiPhiMppifc W. Va. Mar. 24. One dates
office upon questions affectbody was recovered from the Century ing theforInterests
labor and the peo
mine today and another Is known to ple generally. It ofwas
decided, should
be still burled under the full of slate. be
continued and more aggressively
This Increases the number killed by prosecuted.
Thursday's explosion to twenty-threLennon wis authorized
The funerals of several of the victims to Treasurer
visit Detroit to confer with the
were held today and the others will presidents
of the International
be burled tomorrow.
Union, the International AssoAn exhaustive examination of the ciation of Longshoremen
Ihe repmine is being made by State Mine resentativa! of the Pilots'and
Inspector J. A. Paul and Coroner for Ihe purpose of securing Association
the
Chenoweth, and as soon as the reun
nil of those for the support
sults of the Investigation are known of Ihe of
pilots.
the Inquest of the coroner will be
The council adjourned to meet on
held. The explosion Is believed to June
IS unless called together In spehave been caused by a ' blown out cial session
bv Ihe president.
shot." An official of the Century Coal
company says the actual damage to
the mine w ill not exceed $200 and operations will be resumed immediately
after the report of the mine inspectors
has been received.
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mission was made for the purpose of
the present litigation.
Judge Priest, also counsel for ttw
Standard Oil company, said the stock
showing on the stock book of the Waters-Pierce
company as standing
in
the name of M. M. Van Buren was
held In the Interests or the Standard
Oil company of New Jersey, and that
they made. that admission for the purpose of tills litigation.
Will Get Busy This Week.
It Is expected that when the hearing is resumed next week Attorney
General Hadley will commence his efforts to prove the second portion of
his case namely that the managecompany
ment of the Waters-Pierc- e
and Republic Oil company, as well as
company
of Indiana.
the Standard Oil
Is directed from 26 Broadway. In this
city, under the supervision of the officers of the Standard Oil company.
At the conclusion of today's hearing Assistant Attorney General Rush
Lake served upon Lawyer Hagerman.
representing the defense, an order requiring his clients to produce on Monday next over a hundred letters lh.it
are said to have passed between the
respondent companies in the west and
26 Broadway.
In each Instance tho
order cites the name of both writer
and recipient, as well as the date the
letter was mailed.
Thinks It's a ( Inch.
These letters. It Is understood are
expected to disclose the control of the
two companies operating In Mlssouti.
by the Standard Oil, and show that
even the detail of the management Is
directed from 26 Broadway. Attorney
General Hadley expects a contest over
the admission of this evidence.
Lawyer Hagerman, of the Standard
OH company, said at the conclusion
of the hearing today that he felt rather pleased ut the result of the first
day's work. Speaking of the admissions made as to the stock ownership
of the two companies, he called attention to the fuel thut they had been
made subject to exceptions ns to their
materiality, a point for the higher UNION MAN CONFESSES TO
courts yet to pass upon. He said he
TO BLOW DP BUILDING
had no doubt that these admissions ATTEMPT
ultimately would be thrown out by Moran Says Walking Delegates Instithe higher courts, while Attorney
gated Dynamiting.
General Hadley semed to think thai
New York, Mar. 24. Charles Morhe had practically proven his case.
an, a member of the BrUlgcmcn's and
Housemen's union, who was arrested
TO RELIEVE STRAIN ON
weeks ago with two other iron
THE INFANT MIND several
workers, charged with attempting to
dynamite the Bliss building, being
Carnegie Explains Alms of the
erected on East 13rd street by Post
Ing Reform.
Hot Springs. Va.. Mar. 24. Andrew and McCord, today made a complete
AtCarnegie made a statement today giv- confession to Assistant District Iming his views on the proposed reform torney Train. Mr. Train says he
plicated several walking delegates an
of English spelling. He said:
"From Chaucer's time and before the New York and New Jersey branchtill now our language has been con- es of the union, declaring that they
not only
stantly changing and improving, not furnished the money to have buildings
Bliss building, but other
under any rule or system, but simply the
as occasion has required new words destroyed and the work of construction halted. Moran was arrested along
and new spelling.
"The organized effort I have agreed with Thomas Weir and John Guthrie
to finance Is not revolutionary
far by a squad of central office detectives
from It. Its action will be conserva- as they were about to place 20 pounds
tive. Word after word. It will endeav- of dynamite In the Hllss building and
or to Improve the spelling and the blow it up.
language. Slowly, of course, but hastening the pace when possible.
"Since our language has been constructed through unceasing change,
literary men should welcome new
words and new spellings with favoring
eye since It Is by these alone that fur
ther Improvement can come.
"Hundreds of scholarly men have
agreed to use Improved spelling for
These words are altwelve words.
ready well started In actual use. Other simplifications will be suggested. If
meritorious they will he accepted.
'Teachers have assured me that
children would be saved more than a
year's instruction If our spelling were
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED KILLS
simplified.
"In trying to hasten the uso of
simplified spelling and to Improve our
AGED MAN NEAR ALAM0G0RD0
own language for the struggle for first
place which Is even today upon us,
we are engaged In a most useful work.
to the Morning Journal.
"I hope that thoughtful people will Special
Alamogordo. N. M.. Mur. 24. T. E.
give this Important nnd conservative
an old gentleman about 75
reform due consideration and resolve Camp,
to use at least two or three simplified years of age, well known In this secwords and thus range themselves with tion, was run down and Instantly killus In our effort to enrry on the un- ed by the Golden State Limited of the
ceasing work of Improving our moth- Hock lslund, one mile north or the
today. Camp was
er tongue, and adapting It for Its no- Alamogordo depot city
walking Into this
from his ranch
ble purpose nnd high destiny."
and being quite deaf did not hear he
approaching train until it was upon
Steamer Afire at Sea.
24
The him. He was fearfully mangled and
St. Johns N. F., Mar.
steamer Titian bound from New York death was instantaneous. Camp, as
to Liverpool, arrived tonight and re- far as known, has no family. He
ported that fire was discovered among came here three years ago from San
The remains were
Inflammable materials In the cargo Antonio, Texas.
three days ago. An attempt to sub- Interred here.
due the flames by Injecting steam Into
Drank Lyc for Milk.
the holds was unsuccessful and Ihe
New York. Mar. 24. Charles
vessel then hended for Ht. John's. The
a driver, of 231 East Ninety-fourt- h
unknown, but is
extent of the Are
street, awoke early today with
apparently not serious. She will dock
at daylight and flood the hold to ex- an Intense thirst. He took a long
draught from a bottle of lyo thinking
tinguish the fire.
It was milk. Ho was taken to the
Hopeful.
Presbyterian hospital. It will be a
Ambassador White
deport24.
Washington, Mar.
State
long time before he will eat with
ment advices today from Ambassador nny enjoyment,
if..
to
the
Algeclras
relative
at
White
of Ihe Moroccan conference it
that place were very encouraging. Detoday
The Morning Journal
tails of the communication were not
consists of ten pages. Readers
to be had, but It Is stated they Indwho do not receive the paper
icate that the conference Is approachcomplete will confer a favor by
ing a successful termination and this
promptly notifying this office.
may occur even ns early as at the next
meeting on Monday.
pro-gre-
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VAST IGNOHANCE DISPLAYED
BY ROGERS ON STAND
New York, Mar. 24. Henry H. Rogers, vice president of the Standard OH
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New York. Mar. 24.
For the purpose of the present litigation. It was
Oil
Midi counsel for the Standard
company at the investigation being
conducted by Attorney General Had-leof Missouri, agreed today to have
noted on tile records of the hearing
an admission that the stock of the Republic oil company and the Waters-Pierc- e
Oil company and the Standard
OH company of Indiana
is held in
trust bv the Standard Oil company of
New Jersey.
it is expected when the hearing li
resumed next week Attorney General Hadley will commence hlH efforts
to prove that the management of the
three companies is directed from 2
Broadway, in this city, under the supervision of officers of the Standard
Oil company.
In Speaking of the admission made by the Standard Oil
company at today's hearing, Attorney
General Hud ley said:
"This is practically my case. That
Is the point I set out to establish and
I have established it beyond a doubt."

PR

Regardless ol Party.
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the Outlook Discouraging.
Indianapolis, Did., Mar. 14. After
being in Joint conference through
committee ilnce Monday afternoon tin
coal operators and miners at the central competitive district consisting of
llinois, Indiana, Ohio and western
I't nnsylvana and those of the southwestern district, composed of Missouri,
Kansas, Texas, Arkansas and Indian
territory are no nearer an agreement
upon a wage scale to go Into effect
In one week than they were when the
former Joint conference adjourned in
disagreement on February 27.
The present wage scale expires next
Saturday and unless an agreement Is
readied by the miners and operators
befora that lime 225,1)00 union bituminous miners will he called from the
mines in the stales named.
The present scale expires next .Sais
turday and unless an agreement
reached by the miners and operator
0
Oft
before thut time 225,
union bituminous miners will be called from the
lu
the slates named.
mines
The Joint scale committee of
competitive dlstrct adjourned
this afternoon after being in session
four days to meet Monday morning,
when a motion to report a disagreement will be offered and it is believed
will be curried. The session of the
Joint conference to receive this repoi"
wll according to the present program
be called to meet Monday afternoon.
Muring the four days the operators
and miners have beeir In eoníerencí
not a motion or proposlllon offered by
either Fide upon the wage scale has
been adopted and In every case where a
proposlton was offered. It has been
Hatty refuted.
Operator! Divided.
The operator! have been confronted with serious dissensions in their
own ranks.
F. L. Robblnl of the
Western Pennsylvania operators, ha
agreed to pay an advance of LSI per
cent, which Is the demand made by
the miners, hut the operators In Illinois, Indiana and Ohio have firmly refused to pay any advance.
Under the rule of the Joint committee, the votes of both operators
and
miners must be recorded as units and
operators
this division of the
has resulted In the defeat of every motion
not favorable to ull of them.
The meetings of the Joint scale
committee have been marked by many
bitter personalities between the operators. Mr. Bobbins has announced that
he Intends to pay the Increase in wages asked by Ihe miners, not only In the
mines of the Pittsburg Coal company,
of which he Is president, but also In
his own mines in western PennsylvanIndependent opia, Oho and Illinois.
In
erators
western Pennsylvania,
represented by O. A. Magoou. have an.
bounced Ihrough him that they Wll'
pay the advance If Mr. Itobblns does.
Other Independent mine owners have
also signified their Intetntlon to pay
the advnnce If those In the districts
do so. Those of Illinois. Indiana, and
Ohio declare they cannot afford to pay
any advance whatever, and F resident
Mitchell of the Mine Workers, has firf-- y
declared that no settlement will be
made unless an advance in wages Is
given.
Whether the officers of the
Mine Workers will allow the miners to
sign the scale and go to work lu districts where the advance is allowed, Is
a question that the operators
have
tried In vain to get President Mitchell of the Mine Workers, to answer.
The only expression Mr. Mitchell has
made on the subject was today when
be remarked In committee meeting.
that the course the operators wen
might bring that
taking
solution
about. It Is certain that the national
convention which must ratify any action taken by the Joint
conference
would not allow any district to sign the
Joint scale and to work with other districts Idle, even If such action were
Indorsed by the national officers.
The statement was made by a national officer of the United Mine
Workers, that According to the construction by President Mitchell of the
governing the central states
agreement, no contract can be signed
with less than fifty per cent of the
operators.
This was explained to
moan Individual operators and
not
operators controlling fifty per cent of
the tonnage of the district Involved
In the contract.
It Is freey stated that both operators
and miners are playing a waiting
game, as each desires to throw upon
the other the responsibility for a
strike.
When the Joint scale committee reports a disagreement to a Joint conference Ihe fight will be renewed upon
Ihe (loor and the finale will then soon
, he reached.
The operators nnd miners of the
eii'hwestern district will determine
ll elr position lifter Ihe discussion In
Hie control competitive
district has
I een concluded.
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Alfonso's Bride.

Washington, Mar. 21. Two Joint
resolutions designed to correct some
of the most "glaring abuses and Inequalities ill the presclil system of public printing and building.'' were introduced today by Representative Landis
of IndlAna and were accompanied by
a prelimnary report of the printing
Investigating committee explaining the
necessity for Immediate reform.
one resolution provides that public
documents and reports printed for
congress may be issued in numerous
editions, Instead of one edition, us is
the case at present, and authorizes the
j int committee on printing to establish rules and regulations from lime
to time for the guidance of the public
printer in the issuance of documents.
I his
resoluton, the report explain
Is necessary to cure the extravagant
printing of documenta which arc never
cits tributad.
The Second resolution introduced by
Mr. Lindis provides a complele Changs
In the allotment of expenditures for
printing ud binding, with a view to
king heads of departments
and
chiefs of bureaus responsible for the
imoiiuts expended uiih their annuiti
zation, in the last fiscal year the appropriation for printing and binding
for congress and the executive departments was )6,0tl,IIS. i f ibis sum
$2, Tir.. 750 was allotted to the departments and $:i.;i3.ri.4r to congress.
congress
Under
this statement
stands charged with more money lor
printing than was expended In all the
government
departments and

(By Richard Aboreorn.)
(Copyright 11,01 by the International
Press Syndicate.)
London, Mar. 24. "Is the world a
better place than it used to he?" Is a
question WO constantly ask ourselves.
I
would unhesitatingly answer, yes, i:
Is a far bettor place, and the ideals of
men ami women are far higher.
Not long ago I was reading a memoir written In the seventeenth century by an English gentleman who
had the opportunity of traveling over
the continent and recorded his Impressions. The writing was simple, In
many ways Illiterate, but the expresgenuine. What
sion was perfectly
struck me most was the curious man
directly
In
which,
he reached a
ner
town, his mind gravitated toward cer
tain points, notably the gallows, and
again and again you will find recordé I
n
that the first visit he paid In any
city was to the place of execuIntion. "In Venice he was especially
terested by the fact that a man was
broken on the wheel on the I'laza of
St. Mark, and that outside Venice provision was made for executing llv
persons at one time.
through
town
n some (orman
which he passed, he says, "I noted a
goodly gallows well set up." The Idea
of there being anything terrible or Inhumane In this morbid Interest in the
destruction of human life never
to have occurred to him.
Again, we have to reflect that In those
offices.
9ya you could nor puss through MLondon without seeing
ostreéis of
EXPECT STATEHOOD LEGISLAgangs of men and women being led
TION BEFORE END
SESSION
forth to die for crimes varying from
Morning Journal Bureau.
stealing a few yurds of calico to a
1829 Pennsylvania Ave., n. w.
horse, a leg of mutton or a bank note.
Washington, D. C. Mar. 24.
penally.
universal
was the
Those who are in a position to know Death men
II has been
mOrS cruel"
are confident that there will be state- Were
more
held
was
life
hood legislation yet in this session of said that human
cheaply, because there was a more
congress.
Tlie action of Senator Foraker in definite and defined belief in ait after
It
not insisting on the appointment of existence and thai to consequently
curtail this one:
less terrible
certain members of Ihe senate on the seemed
thut In tttS
not think
Conference committee la regarded here and yet I doeighteenth
century
this
as conclusive evidence that an under- skeptical
y
standing exists between the house and could have been the case. I'ndoubt-edlit may llave accounted for Ih
the senate on the hill whic h will result
Ihe InIn the passage of the Hamilton
bill cruelties of the Inquisition, for modem
quisitors held the place of the
with
lie Foraker
amendment
surgeon. They operated on the bodies lu order to save souls, Just as our
Scientific men operate In order to save
HOUSE PASSES SENATE
BILL M UNST HAZING life, but unquestionably cruelty In us
Waslitigton, Mar. 24. - Hazing at the ordinary form, neglect of human life,
Annapolis naval academy was dealt the absolute Ignoring of the responsiwith by the house today In the passage bility of man to man. emphasized the
of a senate bill with a house suhstlt ute past, and we must admit that In the
present, with all Its faults, there Is a
The action was taken after a protracted debate which placed on record the truer ideal of the value of every mo i
impressions of Ihe special committee and woman to live well. If this Is so.
which Investigated the subject recently much as we may deplore the sorrow
and a severe criticism of effm ts to con and the misery and the sin that we
done hazing, by Mr. Hepburn (Iowa). see around us, we cannot but believe
Several amendments were proposed l.i H, ,i oin nation will go from sireng'li
the measure but all were rejected save to strength, and that In the end this
until the
one making It the duty of cadet ofll-ce- sentiment will strengthen
to report Infractions of the rules, basic i. achlng of Christianity becomes
principle
that "evet y
as well as other academy authorities a dominant
SENATE COMMITTEE TO REPORT
The bill repeals that portion of ex- man's weal - each man's cure."
isting laws which make it compulsory
This growing sentiment Is more emFAVORABLY ON THE BILL to dismiss
midshipmen gullly of haz- phasized by the fad that our house
ing In any degree and substitutes pun- of commons yesterday occupied Itself
ishment according to the nature of tin for manv hours In discussing the
offense. Cruel and brutal hazing mav case of the underfed child. Mr. DisRecommends Repeal of Timber and be punished by dismissal.
raeli truly saiil Unit "the youth of the
Previous to the hazing bill, 2.ir. pen- country arc Ihe trustees of posterity."
..mi ci'iiiseoiiintlv the question must
sion bills were passed.
Stone Act Of Vital Interest
be of undeniable Importance. Al tho
same time, there nre many who beto This Territory.
lieve that to feed the child Is to take
refrom the patents their undoubted
sponsibility, and that In so doing the
Morning Journal Bureau
state arrogates to Itself the obvious
1220 I'ennsylvania Ave., N. W.
duly Which belongs to parental life.
Washington, D. (' Mar. 24.
We are told thai if we feed one n
on publl
The senate commute.
of children Wi shall have to feed all
s serious
lands took action toduy on two meas
and that this will Involve
ures of the deepest Interest to the
danger to the working classes, who
rest, and particularly to New Mexico.
will learn to casi the care of their
The committee authorized a favorchildren entirely uti the state. Thes
perils, but all win
are no fancied
able report on Senator Carter's bill
momlc his
permitting settlers to take up homehave am knowb dge ol
lory will give them due weight. Th"
steads In forest reserves where the
difficulty about the mntlrr Is that wlands are more profitable for agricul
are living In a society for the most
ture than for forestry.
M'CUTCHEON'S LIBEL CASE
pari organized on Individualistic prinThe committee also authorized a
and yet the measure proposed
favorable report on the Hanshoro bill
COMES UP NEXT TERM ciples, of
those socialistic wedges thst
is one
repealing the limber and stone act
supplied.
and providing for the sale of all tim.ire now being so plentifully
on the other hand. It Is Impossible
ber on lands not Included In forest
to Ignore that the principle Is alreadyI
reserves at public auction at not less Special to Ihe Morning Journal.
parentlal authority
than the apprulsed value.
Fe. N. M., Mur. 24. Editor conceded that
Santa
Under the provisions of the bill John H. McCutcheon of the Industrial interfered with when we Insist onth ..
child atendlng school, and that
stone and sand claims may bo taken
Advertiser. Indicted by the Santa Fe state which thus takes from the paunder the plueer mining laws.
county grand Jury on a charge of rent the option n to how the child
"criminal libel" for printing nows in Is to be brought up must also see that
SEVEN PERSONS KILLED ON
DEADLY GRADE CROgSIVG connection with the unsavory charges the child Is In such a condition t tin t
s
recently tiled against J. Wallace
Its education Is of some use to it. The
Hunbury, Pa., Mar. 24. Seven perbefore the señale while the con old Idea that the child Indubitably
sona representing
three generations firmation of the territorial secretary belonged to the parents Is exploded,
of one family were killed todny on the was before that body, toduy apepared for the child has now a legal right an I
Philadelphia and Beading rallwuy al in the district court nnd entered a a legal status. In the Parisian schools
BoHass Crossing, one mile south of this plea of not guilty tc the charge, re there Is a system catieu ine
place.
serving the right to withdraw the plea tines scnlalres," which works admirThe Dead:
and attack the Indictment.
ably All the children are fed nnd
C W. NKIIMG, aged
venrs.
District Attorney Abbott professed where It Is possible the school recovers
to be anxious to try the case at this the cost from the parents. The bench'
CLARENCE NK1DIG. aged 41.
SILAS NF.IMIG, aged :t6, sons of term of court, but Judge McFle stated If this plan lies In the fact that It
Ihe (list named.
that he did not see how It would be makes no dlfTcrentatlon between tho
MILS. C LA HENCE
NEIDIG, aged possible to try the case at the present well to do child and the child who 'S
30 and their three
children, Mary, term. McCutcheon returns to
underfed nnd III cared for. No chlbl
aged 4 years. Blanche, aged 6 yearn,
tonight.
need feel that the meal Is n disgrace,
2
aged
years.
and Gilbert,
the svstem of universal feeding
for
th
Paulson Slightly ImproM-d- .
There was o have been a family
which makes It Impossible for psv-ng
Columbus, O., Mar. 24. Governor child to ascertain whether he Is
reunion tomorrow at the home of CI.
W. Neldlg, at Augustuvllle, a
tosmall Paltlson Is resting comfortably
for his meal or not Is calculad di
village near here, and the hitter had night, nccordlng to the latest report to preserve his youthful self respe,
driven to the home of his sons to from the sick room, nnd the Improve- The school Itself must he the rente
convey Ihe porly to Augustavllle. The ment In his condition Is officially stat- not miiy of learning, but of everything
wagon containing the seven persona ed by his physicians "to bo definite that brings the amenities and the huwas crossing the railroad tracks when and encouraging."
manising agencies of life to the child,
No assurance Is given, however.
an express train dashed into the veand I hopo that If this system of feedwagon
hicle.
tho more hopeful views enter- ing the children comes Into vogue It
The occupants of the
were thrown or dragged many feet by tained by the members of the gov- will merfit that many Voluntary workthe locomotive and their bodies were ernor's family, that the Improvement ers will ilve lender ears and personal
Is more than temporary.
terribly mangled.
Interest tut üm Hule ones, nnd that, the
Inde-pende- nt

or

's
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PAGE TWO.
whole school system will not be left In
the bands of officials.
To us who knbw something of the
chIM life of London there I nothlnn
more vivid than the picture which Dr.
MacXamara drew yesterday in the
house of commons of the tiny scrap
humanity, picking up gaihog-froof
the meters t arts to stay Its hunger at the dinner hour.
f roiira
there were many in that great assembly ready to
tlt.it the child must
be sacrificed to the parent, thtit at all
the,
huaards
father and mother wer.-tbe brought to book if the little on
was not .ired for, but ihe soclatiai element Is Uto struna. Tim lje lions
M roughly brushed away, and Mr.
lliricll. the new minister for educas statement
tion, made the coorag
that we at this moment must do out
part and leave other
rplexlng pridi
Jetnf to posterity.

David

BOTH PARTIES
NAME DELEGATES
DEMOCRATS SEND

BIB CROWDS OKI

i

REPRESENTATIVE

FOR REPUBLICAN

H.
T.

The first official reception at RW
ambasaado;
Vatican ut the Upaid-l- i
Ion the Mar-lui- s
took place last week.
de Toyar brmiKht with liim .1.1
ill
from the Klin;
autograph
Pope, announcing hi"
Spain to th
marriage. Cardinal Merry Del Val
bulky docU-men-t.
handed him In return
the size of whirl) caused some
comment.

DELEGATIONS

H

lo

11

The family of Battenberg dttea Its
origin from the niorgunatle murria?
ml
:i k'
of the Cpunless Julje Votl
of the Emperor of
the brother-ln-l.iKussia, Prince Alexander of Heme.
There were four son of that union.
Prince Alexander of Bulgaria, whose
name Is now a matter of
history; Prince yuis. who tnttred the
lintish Hatty and is now .1 dlstmguish-e- d,
officer ill Kiigland. and who mar-rled his royal cousin. Prlncens Victo
ria of Hese, and is brother-in-lato the emperor of Russia: Prime A
royal love affair,
who. after
marriage,
contracted a morganatic
and Prime Henry, who, to th" amazement and indignation of m.'iny of
Queen VTctoMftTl family, married the
Hieen s yuungest i child. Princess
'She itittuence of (Jileen victoria, however, was powerless to secure for him a recognition at foreign
ourt. and when the young coupt
discovered that they would not be
received on an equality nmong their
'lermaii relatives, they wisely abandoned nil idea of visiting their foreign relations. The children oi Prim e
Henry were never considered to lie
on n par with the other young
of Kurope, and Princess
Kna
has never visited any of the foreign
nor
she
been asked to at
court."
has
bridesmaid to any of her numerous
oiislns. Hut there (MM early nn
Into her life which probably
- destined
i
to mould much of her
future history. The Kmpress Kugo-ni- e
has always been a devoted friend
of Princess Beatrice.
How this friendship originated enn
only be surmised, but it is always believed that an attachments existed between the Prince Imperial and the
youngest of Queen Victoria's daughters, which cemented the affections
which exist now between the mother
young man and the
of that
Fngllsh princess. The empress, as Is
well known, is I devOttl Komun CathOwing to these circumstances
olic.
u
Princess Kna has doubtless
brought under the Influence of ihat
church, and has recognized the power
that It held over her mother's devoted
friend, and limn facts have probably
heavily weighed the scale in favor of
her marriage with the Spanish king.
And now Spain la possessed with
nnglophobln. Tin- ihppa are filled With
ribbons, neckties and handkerchiefs in
Kngllsh colors. The government approves of the Hkoislbn of the king,
and all goes merry us a marriage bell.
The reception Into the Komun Catholic church of the princess has laken
place, it was of a strictly private
character, attended
with no pomp.
eremony or publicity.
I henr nothing but good of the king
of Spain. I am told that he is mil oi
high Idenls, charmingly
romantic,
bright, happy, with all the enthusiasm
which belongs to his race, and entirely unspoilt, nnd that In all ways
Im ky girl,
Princess Kna Is
The Spanish court with its sixteenth
century etiquette and mediaeval customs will be roused ItltO new life by
young Kngllsh
the laughter loving
woman, and It will be curious to sec
how the Spanish woman will view her
Invasion.

City

Convention Outsiders

Appear

First

in

Ward Meeting.

I.

1 1

FROM ALL WARDS

DELEGATES

ONLY DIVISION

TO GO UNINSTRUCTED

Delegations

Will Caucus

CAME IN

FOURTH WARD GATHERING

This After- - Prominent

Business Men Go From

All

w

noon to Discuss

Action To Be

Wards to the City Convention

i

e.

rny-altle-

a

Taken

in

Convention.

Monday Night,

Democratic primaries In the four
wards last night to elect delegations
to the city convention tomorrow night
wars weii attende and harmlonloua
were well attended and harmonious
Of the wards being the largest
bn
record III recent years. The greatest
In
interest was shown everywhere
the selection of delegates and as u
result the demócrata Will have n convention composed of representative
men who can be depended upon to
look after the best Interests of the
party, and. more, to look after the
Inst Interests of the city, In the sell' lion of .strong candidates to he put
before the people for the coming eleceach ward the delegates "were
the convention without Instructions, the primaries evidencing
entire willingness to leave the course
of affairs in the hands of the delegations they had elected. As a result
the question as to who win represent
the parties on the council and school
hoard ticket from the Several wards
will not be determined until tho convention meets.
The course of the primaries In the
several wards, the order of business
and the delegations, follow;
First Ward.
Dr. P, ;. Cornish called the primaries together In the First ward in
the city building and was immediately
elected permanent chairman.
The following delegation was elected by unanimous vote: A. B. Mc.Mlll-eir P. ;. Cornish, D. a. Blttner,
D. B. BtlcMIn, Henry Auge, J. L. Hell,

I

to

n,

I!. Li,
A. A,

Brnfl Mann,

Hudson.

Trimble.

B.

Mycr.

Hcoond Ward,
The mi ling was called to order
by John
Kohi ell. who was elected
chairman, .1. A. Skinner was elected
nee rets ry.
The following delegation
was elected i go to the city convert
I

Hon

without Instructions:

John

Ho-

-

noil, rhomai ISherWOOd, U. J. Sweeney, i!. V. BlXler, Francisco Montoya,
lllcnrdo Montoya, J, A. Skinner, H.'c.
Clark, w. R, Dkcey, it. L Wooton.

third Ward.
The Third ward democrats met in
the office of K. H. Dunbar
with
George Bdlck is chairman, who was
made permanent chairman at once.
The following delegation wiib elected
10 the city convention without Inatruc-tlonuearge Bdlck, sum Neaetadt,
B. H. Dunbar. A. J. Malay, Thomas
Mor IP, 3, S. Black, John It, Abel. F.
C liiilllnglon. John Ford. Frank K lister.
Fourth Ward.
Utile Prince oiaf continues to lie
o.
Marrón called the Fourth
the most popular person in Norway,
and yet this preeoi lous child has aard tteanoonUa to order nnd was'
caused on one or two oi raalonl some elet led perras nan I chairman, with it.
w. Telfer as secretary. The following!
anxiety to his parents, and rohattrflii-tlont the Norwegian court. On the delégales to Ihe city ((invention were
first day of his arrival ut Chrlatlanla named without instructions:
Frank
v. w.
a deputation came from the storthing Mi Kee, oeiogc Browne,
it, Vf. D. Bryan, summers'
to puy Its homage to the king nnd
iiueen, when suddenly the tiny prince Burkhart. P. p. afcCanna, John s.
Beaven, Dr. d. h. ñama, O. N. Marbroke Into the solemn assembly.
ion. W. J.
"Where is Mr. RonowT" he cried.
I'n Hold Caucus Till- - Mlernoon.
The grave men looked at each oiliDemocratic
delegates from nil
er. Mr. Konow wai an old radical
politician who had worked hard to wauls to the city convention Monday
night
OPpÓae the election of the king.
a caucus this after-noowill
hold
W is
it 3 o'clock ill the office of
r.
it an unseemly Joke' What did this
i
of the demoenfant terrible mean" Hut rita tn- - II. H I arn. (
lery was soon cleared for the llttle crat!, central committee, in the Oraat
prince darted ai ross ihe room with block.
outstretched arms to one of the Danish gentlemen who had come with
them.
"Oood day. Konow'" he cried.
He proved to he one of the captain
of the Danish fleet who was a friend
and playmate of the little prince.
The intense excitement which his
appearance in the streets raueed In
the Norwegian capital seemed to be
delightful to the royal heir. He would
nod and beckon
and smile at the
crowd, delighted when they noddd'l
and beckoned und smiled In return.
A little baby of three came one diP
straight to his perambulator, put hi
head under the shade and salted, "Are THIRTY-FOUR
WORKING GIRLS
you the crown prince?"
"Tes," replied the occupant of tin
b.iby carriage. "I
am the crown
POISONED IN COLD BLOOD
prince." whereupon ihe two entered
Into an animated conversation.
The hflre of the Rumian throne
Warsaw. Mar. 21. The paymaster
have to be protected from dynamite,
the Vistula railroad wits today shot
but apparently the heir to the Nor- of
who seised
3,f00 from
wegian throne has to be protected by iobls-ifrom kisses, and two stalwart soldiers him.
owing to continual robberies Ihu
hue been told off lo keep his
authorities are placing sentries at the
admirers at !m.
doors of private banks
Thirty-fou- r
girls working In the
A charming foreigner has given rise
Klndler s mills at Pablantes, ten miles
lo u story about whii li the., has been southwest
of lods, on refusing to Join
much comment and many a heart v
today onlsoned by a
strike
laugh. The king, so goes the Story, lapowder
strewn upon the floor
that
asked this lady to be his partner Ut of the mill. was
(ne Of the girls died
bridge.
the effects of the poison and the
"But. sir." she said. "I really don't Ifrom
remainder are seriously III. ten of
know how to play."
;them not being expected to recover.
The king would
take no denial,
a
however, and she became rather
Wren's Hi. loe Threatened.
"I assure you, sir." she
London. Mar. 24. The house in
said. I could not think of playing. which
Hlr Christopher Wren, London's
I don't know the difference between i
greatest nrchlteet. lived in LoveJaQe,
king and a knave."
Hlllingsgnte Is threatened with demolThere waa an awkward silence mid ition The common
council of the Oil)
H.I
Id
realized
she
what
she
then
had
.yesterday received a letter
John
and waa covered with confusion, The Hurra, Inclosing an appeal from
from Mrs
king, of course, laughed it off. and S A. Htrong to save the house
from
now tells the atory with gusto.
destruction.
a
Gramophone, for Lunatics.
Wedding Rape as Food.
London, afar. 21 Sir John O. Tol
Hlrin Ingham, Mar. 24. A BirmingIcmache Sinclair. Dart of Thurso car. ham vicar calculates that two pound-orice are thrown at wedded MUfdes
Ha, Caithness, has presented gramo
phoneo and records to 100 asylums uvery week at each of Ihe 76 church'-- '
and other Institutions, at a cost of In Hlrmingham. and he says that S.- more tijnn 120,000, on condition that 000 pounds of rice are thus wasted
might be used to
trie y are played to the Inmates for every year, which
Isnds.
feed people In fsmlue-strlcke- n
half an hour every day.
Come and see our Nobby Street
Old Town Is the place to - ml Ran-tiTints, also New Panama anil Milan
afternoon Free bawl ctMM-rrlHallors.
The la unionist.
jra tener.

t.

a:

.1.

It.

Walker,
Washburn,
Joseph Rávána,

X

A.

i'

REPORTOF

Rodffers,

--

M
VV.
i

DooMttle,
Havdeii,

Cushman,

D. Doff,
15. C. Allen.
C. B, Strother.
(
oi the nomination
of
delegation a motion Was

bail-min-

the above
made for .i
delegation with several new names inserted. Tin- chairman called attention in the fact that several men were
attempting to vote in the primaries
Who did not belong in the First ward.
Jud"e .lisus Homero, of old Albuquerque, the probate lodge of
vas in tin- room, but it Is not
generally believed that Ihe Judge w is
trying to vote. The delegation nam.-above was elected by a strong
in spit.- of the outside voten
present.
Second Ward.
The Second Wart) primaries were
Called to order by B. B. Har-diarty)
was sleeted chairman
Tin- meeting
was harmonious and from the senll-- I
mcut of the large majority of the cltl- .' lis present it s evident that Alder- P, Leamard win be nota-- I
ronh (leot-gmated io sucoeed himself from that
ward. The following delegation to the
city convention was elected lo go
without Instructions:
r. K. Lewars.
Fred Fisher,
II J Stone,
Joe Scoltl.
fir 6. n Bebber.
L, w calles.
Cha ríes
Hall,
w K Preston,
p
l.enrnard,
Ceorgc
.1
Porter Jones,
A W Nambronk,
ty

-

IS

.

-

MURDERED

j

Hlo
Kd.

T,.

Ulc,--

,

1. C. Armljo,

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, NOVEMBER

Loans and Discounts
f 1,3M),66.08
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate
82.SH.S0
Banking House and Furniture
18,500.09
United States Bond
$ 809,000.00
Cash and Exchange ... 1.870,300.21 1,078,8041.81
TOTAL

H. P. Owe:-- .
L, Qradli
W. s. Striokler.
W. H. Springer,
W. T. McDa iiglilln.

STOMACH

--

Huhn.
Creen Watson.
Frank Aokerman.
II.

MAD MEGHAN C

.88.180,784.81

TOTAL

& S. F. RAILWAY SYSTEM

J0

TO

E. J. POST & C

1

HARROWI, SHOVF.I.Í?.

1

BAKES,

HOES AXD
(i.MtDEN TOOLS.
BUILDING HAKWABE,
CAIU'EXTEUS' TOOLS,
HOUSE

COBRUGATED ROOFING,
BARB WIRE PENCE

OF MAYOR WEAVER'S

LAWYER

STAPLES, BAB IRON

Philadelphia,

24.

PUTS BULLET THROUGH

SUCCKKSOHS

PLOWS, B0RAPBRS,
SI'ADKS,

STEEL, ÉÍC.
T'a..

Mar.

MeCafferty, a machinist, late
fired IWp shots from a

J. J.
today
re-

volver through the parlor window of
the residí nee of former Judge James
Cay Cordon, private counsel to Mayor Weaver. Judge Cordon was not at
home at the time, but other members
oí the family were In the house. The
first bullet lodged In the celling of the
parlor directly beneath the room
which Judge Cordon occupied and tinsecond embedded Itself In the parlor
wall.
pockets were found
lo McCaffi-rty'to State
addressed
several letters
Senator James J. Nlchol, slating that
'the writer Intended to discharge his
revolver in front of Judge Cordon'.-homfor the purpose of being taken
into court. All of Ihe letters were
written In an Incoherent manner and
repeatedly referred lo an electric cur- rent wave by which a certain class
called "great thinkers'' were causing
disease and death.
One of the letters requested, In the
event of MeCafferty being found dead,
that Judge Cordon, John M. Mack, a
prominent contractor; Mayor Weaver,
Director of Public Safety Potter. Mayor Stoy, of Atlantic City, Postmaster
Hacharach, of the same place,
Criffln, chief of the local secret
service bureau; Secretary of State
Hoot. Willis J. Moore, of the weather
bureau, K. Blgetbw and J. Mactigue,
of Pittsburg, be arrested.
In another letter MeCafferty said:
"If found dead. I have been murdered by Itayof Weaver, Judge Gordon and John M. Mack by their electric current wave forced from their
electric magnet machines, which also
do all the telephoning and telegraph-inIn the United States."
The police also found In the prisoner's pocket :l receipt for a registered letter to Charles M. Schwab. This
letter was refused by Mr. Schwab.
Ma-tlu--

g

WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

AND UNSURPASSED

T H E
BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE,

DIZZINESS,
UNTING
si'H.l.s.
BACKACHE, SLEEPLESSNESS,
1

INDI-OBSnO- N

AND COHTIVENEKS.

For ptwteDtHlg Clillls, CoIiIh, ;rlppc. Pneonionlrt
..i Malaria It Is unequulled. Try a bottle.

NJ,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITOR? EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, 8150,000.09.
(In effect November- 12. 1906.)
Of fleers and Directors:
EaatbDnnd.
No. 2., Atlnntic- Kxpress, arrive 7:D5
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
a. m., Mparts nt 8:U5 a. m.
W. 8. RTIUCKLEB,
W. J. JOHNSON,
No. 4., Chicago Limited, arrives 11:68
and Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
p. m., departs 12:0!) a. m.
w i i.t.i am Mcintosh.
oro roe arnot.
No. 8., Chicago & Kansas City ExC.
BALDRIDGE.
A. M. BLACKWELL.
press, arrives C : 46 p. m., departs i.
O. E. CROMWELL,
-

Vice-Preside- nt

7:45

i.

nt.
Ohlcniro Faat Mall, arrive
6:60 a. m., departs 7:"0 a. m.

lío.

10.,

r

W'cMtlHMinri

No.

1

California Expresa, arrives 7:30

p. m..
No. 3..

departs

California

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

8:16 p. m.

Limited,

arrives

11:10 a. m.. departs 11:20.
No. 7., Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:46 p. m departs 11:60
No. ., Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m..

Soiitlilinund
Mexico Express, departs

No. 9.,
p. m.
Local freight

12:1

of Albuquerque,

$ioo,ooo.oo

Surplus ami Undivided Profits

tra'n. No. 99., southdeparts at 6 a. m. and

bound,
carries paaaongara.
Arrives From South
No. 10., Mexico Express, urrlves C:60

ci

t, runn direct to Eos Anpeles.
runs direct to San Francisco.

No. 7.

f lCERS AND DIRECTORS
Matron, President; Wm. Farr, Vive President; J. B. Herndon,
ashler; Roy McDonald, Assistant Cashier j I. a. Dye j a Wein-muE. A. Miera, F. H. Strottt;, Jay A. Hubbs,
and D. H. Carns.
N

áccoánia of IiulUUIuals. I'lnns, and Corimratlons Solicited.
.Interest
Paid on Six Months Dofioalta at Kate of 5 )s r cent pa annum.

3. runs direct to Eos Anéeles and
San Francisco.
No. 1C. makes all local stops east of

nfl

fe

i

Wk

D

Rm&Mk

211

Salt Meats

Went Gold A venae, Albuquerque
GAME IN SEASON.

WM. PARR

IVi

S

as

-

w

e

THE SOUTHWESTERN
ELECTRIC AND
CONSTRUCTION

.

a

a4a4.$a-sS444t-

COMPANY

4i

.

one lYiu uivAINDL LUMBER. COMPANY
Sa.8h and

Doors-Pa- in!

and Gifts

Contractors' Materials

laatt

RA PS A HE A

SPECIALTY
FOR CATTLE AND HOGS BIGGEST
MARKET PRICE PAID

nts for The Oi nernt Electlc
and ("rocker-Wheele- r
Cn

tsaaaee.r
seaos
J

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Frith and Salt

rilE

DARK use electric
belter lllumlnant yei
none safer, none anything like ns convenient and cleanly,
none ns healthful, none as economical, all else considered, because It
can be dispensed
with Instantly
when not required. Ask us all about
electricity (except what It Is) and
any and every appliance for Its use.
'Everything electrical"
continues
to be our everyday motto.

.o
discovered,
ngnis.

Motors ami Dynamos for every
Industrial service. Let us estimate on your requirements.

AndrM Romero, Prop,

&

WHEN

I

....

Fresh

15,000.00

1

a. m.

No.

New Mexico

Capital

r.

Albuauemue.
All trains dully
Rebel Header Killed.
Mar. 24. dineral
london.
Sir SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Frederick T.ugard, high commissioner
In Effect Deo. 16, 1904.
ut northern Nigeria, confirms the dispatch from '.nngerii. announcing the Southbound
Northbound
STATIONS.
No. 1
No. 1
defeat of the rebellious natives and
the crushing of the revolt. He also 1:00 pm Lv. .Santa Fe..Ar 4:30pro
states that It Is reported that Mau-dl1:20 pm... Donadam ... 4:10 pm
their leader, has been killed.
1:46 pm .. .Vega Blanca... 3:46 pm
2:20pm ... .Kennedy .... 3:10pm
c. uk
2:46 pm
1:46 pm
Stanley
3:30 pm
1:66 pm
1:20pm
4:05pm.... Morlarty
4:30 pm.... Mcintosh .... 12:46 pin
6:46pm
Ket ancla ....12:20pm
6:20pm.... Wllllard ....11:16am
.... 10:46 am
6:60 pm . . .. Progress
Is nil run down, weak, nervous and sleeplesa sh'
7:20 pm
Blanoa
10:26 am
t
iiiKht to continence tukln? HoHlelter's Ktoiatit-l1:10 pmAr.. Torrance ..Lv 9:40 am
Hitters at once. These are warnings of future
,( nr.
It
Rend down
trouble and Fhniild be heeded. Home of the
fjamlnltie oik ins have become
deranged from
overwork or neglect, but whatever the cause she
NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
will MM In

n sure cure. Thousands have already done so In
the nis M ern and their example Is surely :i
good one for you to follow. It always cures
NERVOUS
HEADACHE) BLOATIN.O

j?Hl

800,000.00

M'lNTOSH HARDWARE QO
Agents for Studebaker Wagons

Hostetter's
Stomach Bitters
h4

188,195.58
8,838,589.88

Deposita

OF THE A., T.

When a Woman

ílrf,

I

Capital and Profits
Circulation

88,180,784.81

b:

9, 190b

LIABILITIES

RESOURCES

Jack Crawford.
H. W. Hopkins,
Dave Hosenwald,

RUNS

THK- -

Albuquerque, New Mexico

T. S. HUbbell,

W

OF

First National Bank

-

c.

n

nt

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

I

J, Martin.
Alian Sandoval,

.

j

lllckev.

EE

A, B,
K. L,

n

s

J. Alger,
W. McQuade,

Don J, Hnnkln,

..

PAYWASTER

-

con-frUd-

In

sent

From the big crowds out to attend
republican primaries In all four
wards lasi night, when delegates were
elected lo tin- republican city convené
tion Monday night, one would
that considerable Interest Is being taken In the coming city election
and In the nomination of a strong
ticket of the tight kind of men to run
for city offices a week from Tuesday.
The Interest in one of the wards
went so far ns to draw actively Interested spectators from far and near,
a vi ral
gentlemen present coming
from as far away as Old Albuquerque.
The Visitors, however, in this ward did
not vote on the election of delegates,
although It Is asserted In numerous
quarters that they had strong desires
to lake a hand in the balloting. This
was In the First ward which Is strongly republican and which usually sends
two st long men to the city council.
Tin- primaries taken
as a whole,
were unlet and harmony prevailed, ai- thnugh in the Fourth ward the ha fnony was badly frustrated once or'
twice by one or two gentlemen who
desired places on the delegation and
who failed to get them. In the Second and Third wards there was no division of the vote and in the First and
Fourth wards tin- delegations sent to
the convention were elected by votes
in both cases of two to one, the vote
in Ihe Fourth ward being nlnety-fA- e
to forty-fou- r
in favor of the winning
delegation.
In all cases the delegations
were
Senl to the convention
without Instruction!: of any character and from
each ward the delegations are conv
posed of ropri tentativa citizens who
enn be depended op in the convention
to look out for the best Interests if
AlbUqperqüe In the selection of th
candidates.
First Ward.
The First ward primaries were called to oriler by M. B. llickey. who was
elected cha rni.i ii of the cotiveiitlon.
although a ilclcgation of citizens from
obi Albuquerque made an unsuccessful attempt to defeat the city attorney for th,. honor. Dr. K. J, Abler wan
eleoted secretary!
The following delegation Was elected to Ihe city convention without In
st ructions:
tin-

tion.

.1

Capital and Surplus, $100000.00.
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Apodnca.
Antonio S. haven.
W. H, (Jlllenwater,
Juan Sandoval,
J. Stabh.
George F. Albright.
Maynard Ounaul.
ft. 1) Homero.
rank Frncaruli,
Isidro Sandoval.
AI. Frost.
fourth Ward.
The Fourth ward primary wns the
only one In which an actual division
of the vole occurred. This primary
was culled to yrder by Dr. L.
II.
Chatnoerlin, who called for the elecGov- tion of a permanent chairman.
crnor K S. Htovor was elected to tinposition by a considerable majority.
Melville Summers was elected sccm- tary.
Harry F. Lee presented in nomination a roll of delegates and a second
was
Immediately
roll of delególes
placed In nomination, The names on
the second roll were nearly the same
ns on tho first, although a number of
changes were made, the name of Dr.
George v. Pnrtison appearing in the
second list while It did not apocar In
the first. The friends Of Dr. Harrison
desired to see him on the delegation.
The chairman out the vote, but the
division seemed so close that a ballol
With three secretarwas demanded.
ies tit work, two assistants, Dr. R. H.
being apChAJnbarlln
Homero and Dr.
pointed to assist Mr. Summers, the
ballot was taken, each man dropping
the list of delegates he wanted Into a
hat.
The counting of these ballots
about half an hour, the result
being !n voles for ticket .No. 1 llollll- nated by Mr. I.ec, ami 44 vo es for
ticket No. 2.
The successful delegation which
goes lo Ihe convention without Instructions, Is as follows;
O. A. Matson.
Melville gummprs,
I H. (Tiambcrlln.

WARD PRIMARIES
ft

B.
!.

2.V

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

Thlrtl Ward.
The Third ward primary was carried through with considerable dispatch. There was hut one division In
the vol lug. T. N. Wllkerson called
the meeting to order nnd he was Immediately nominated for permanent
chairman.
The name of Col. John
UorrodaJle was also placed In nomiN. E. Stevnation for Ihe position.
ens was called to put the vote and
the nomination of Mr. Wllkerson was
declared carriel. Ucorge Craig was
elected secretary by unanimous vol
delegation wns electThe f,.low
ed to the city convention without Instructions, the vote being unanimous:
Frank A. Uubbell,
T. N. Wllkerson.
George OtWlg,

w
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private car. accompanied by Mr. Hall
and Mr. Pierce, of Topeka. Kan. Mr
Jansen Is the fourth vice president of
the Santa Fe Railroad company, and
the vice president of the Santa Fe,
Prescott & Phoenix Railroad company. He came to confer with Mr.
W. A. Drake, general suerinteiidcnl
of the last named system and to Inspect it. this lelng his first trip ove.-th"Pea-vine- ."
Mr. Ha'--! is at the
head of the Hall Lithographing Co.,
of Toneka. and Mr. Pierce is a promi
nent Kansas lumberman, mese gen- tlemen being the guests of Mr. Junsen.
Mr. Drake was at the scene ol construction work on the Arizona ano
California line west of Salome on
Wednesday, but came down from
there in his private car Wednesday
night. Next day at 11 o'clock the
two cars loft for a trip over the Phoenix & Eastern, bearing the gentlemen
named and Mr. L. P. Cruice. chief
clerk to President Murphy.
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to Latter to Make
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Next Move.

ATCHISON

Afflicted With Rheumatism.
"I was and am yet afflicted with
rheumatism," says Mr. J. C. Bayne,
editor of the Herald, Addington, Indian Territory, "but thanks to Chamberlain's Pain Balm am able once
more to attend to business. It is the
If troubled with
best of liniments."
rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial
and you are certain to be more than
pleased with the prompt relief which
One application relieves
it affords.
For sale by all druggists.
the pain.

PEOPLE SAY THEY

HAVF TRUMP CARDS

COMING

. n tt n it a i.
juukin
T1

1

I"

BE EARLY

PER. CENT

We would suggest, Sir, that you select your Spring Suit early. The choicest patterns arc always found at the
Owning of the Season when stocks are
unbroken.

This will he altout the last week you'll
sec many Men wearing Winter clothes.
It will soon he a case of resurrecting
something from the garret or closet or
coming out in a Spring Suit new,

We msh to make room for two cars of
new style Furniture, and, for the next
week, we will make special inducements

TWENTY

I

n

TWENTY

of

PAGE THREE.

.

clean, stylish and handsome.
We have an almost unlimited variety
of choice cheviot. scrcs and Scotch

mixtures. They're masterpiece of
We trust you will stop in lor
a moment's look.
W e believe that you will lie impress
g.

per cent discount for cash.

Under another time card which
went Into effect yesterday afternoon
I and which involved the putting on of
of our
cd with the reasonableness
I a new train for part of the distance.
of
excellence
connections
with
the
well
as
will
as
make
prices
the Santa Fe
3
which will enable It to get mail from
Clothing.
our
Kansas City into Wichita for points In
theaouthweat at an earlier hour each
For picture frainlni; go to
Washington
,. afternoon than can be done by the
f Hock Island under its present sched- coiner's Hook Store.
Fashioned Apparel
ule. That the Rock Island will meet
the car and go to Old Town
this move Is not doubted but at the thisTake
THE WASHINGTON CO.
Everything free.
afternoon.
peral offices of this company today
New York
been
plans
no
had
It was stated that
CALENDARS!
CALENDARS!
new
schedui?
yet
to
the
beat
as
made
Don't buy your calendars until you
of the Santa Fe Into Wichita, says a
have seen the Morning Journal's line.
Topeka dispatch.
salesman will call on you in a few
Mu ha t11 Shirts
Ever since competitive railroading A
Crosstt$35oand
been days.
EmUl Wilson
In the west besan there have
Shoes
$4.00
construggles without number for the
Skills
telephone
carpenter,
you
a
need
Hats
If
DanlrJ
tracts for hauling the government llesvscldc.i. Auto Phone 586.
Crockery, Rugs, Etc.
Jagrr Underwear
Shoes
Nettleton's
han
struggles
mailt, but none of these
been more fierce or involved more meFine Clothing & Furnishings, Albuquerque
(SL
All it costs you Is the car fare to
teoric changes in the schedules of attend
concert
at
band
ami
the
dance
tr.ilns than the one which has been in Old Town this afternoon.
-n-in in n
progress durinir the last few weeks between the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
I'V and the Chicago,
Rock Island "4
$
JUST HAD 10 SEE
Pacific railways over the east through THEY
should drop a shell among us, we
CaLi-loiv- d
Utiles.
$ $
Philippine
Cotton
Kansas City and from that place and
might lose some valuable Officers."
s s
s
SecreForeign
24.
Mar.
London,
Intermediate point! to places in the
the Junior and inferior offi$ $ $
tary Grey in the house of commons cerBeing
southwest via Wichita.
THE SPORTING
crowd, I retired at once to
the
of
$ $ $ s s
Fast and Furious.
said In reply to a question that the the spar deck, when a shell came
S S S S $ $
Hardly has the ink on a new time
proposed change in the classification through our bulwarks and gave me a
S S S S S S S
card of cither road had a chance t
imported
the
into
goods
cotton
of
EDITOR
Remembering the
dry before the competing line issued
Philippine Islands would apparently severe shake-up- .
a new one and vice versa. Operating
apply to the imports of all countries, old adage that lightning never strikes
officials of both roads have been
and therefore, woud not infringe the twice in the same place, I went to the
)
to get a good night's rest so sudshattered port to look out and to conwas omethlng doing in base treaty rights of Great Britain.
M
There
den and many have been the changes
my notes of the fight. As I leanLBIt
yesterday.
tinue
.train
circles
ball
to
upon
make
they have been called
More Money for Art Museum.
and rasgad and
ed over, one of our own guns fired,
In the running of their trains to mee; evening three tousoled
'ally looking small Doyi
ras.
Assembly- and the gromet a wadding of rope
generally
X. Y.. Mar. 24.
Albany.
up
who
higher
men
of
.SSSSSSSSSSSSS
the
the behests
their .appearance In the .Morning
man Agnew introduced a bill provid- yarn blew back into my long whiskers,
are engineering the contest for the made
SSS
upon
loudly
office
good
a.
lied
and
of
ral
ing that the board of estimate
and In an instant my face was In
malt contracts, and the time card men Journal
counter.
City may Include annually In flames.
me but a second to
took
It
those fellows who manipulate thos the"What'll ym have? asked a booklife-tim- e.
Now.
the tax hudget an additional $50,000 extinguish the conflagration; but It
mtrvclloiis strings on the time card
politely.
the maintenance of the Metropoli- was tOO late to save even a respectable SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
for
b.i.wds so that a time schedule can be keeper,
"We wants to nee He sporun eunnr.
tan Museum of Art.
Everybody welc ome to look through
fixed up In a way that will prevent n volunteered
remnant of a beard whose glory had
the spokesman nf the trio,
half dozn trains from trying to pass Scratching one
Our Repository.
with
of
a
leg
envy
bare
the
Prince
bare
of even
excited the
New Wonders of Pompeii.
an equal number at the same time
foot.
I hurried below, took a pair
Wales.
In
lull
A
a
excapraying
for
newly
Naples, Mar. 24.
and place, are
ft
The sporting editor was accordingly
hostilities. If one does not come soon
house at Pompeii, which is said of shears and trimmed my whiskers
forth from the sanctum and vated
to
the
returned
I
When
la
Grant.
In
a few of them will be candidates for called
of
Vetti"
to
the
rival the "House
Interviewed the visitors.
will he opened to visitors in deck one of the officers said to me:
the "funny house."
want it in de paper dis time dat beauty,
days.
is
During the last few weeks there we"We
It
a
"The House
called
few
"Weill sir, where In the devil did yo"
de Skylarks." said the spokeshai been such a shifting about of the man.beat "Skinned 'em alive. We's de nf the Glided Cupids," the walls be- come from?"
NEK MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
schedules of the trains of both roads young Shop team, l'layed on de líate- ing adorned with glass discs, enamelCorner Flrsr Street and Copptr Ave nae.
I saw In a moment that he did not
so that Wichita could be reached first las grounds.
De Skylarks gets mail led in gold, with line miniatures of
$ SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
recognize me, and I said:
from Kansas City that it would take In de twentieth inning and ehasrs us
several columns to tell about them, off de grounds. You'se kin bet de're
"I came up from below, sir. My
fin March 1fi the Santa Fe made what sore. We played all around 'eui. Dey
A PAINLESS WOUND.
name is Osbon of ttic Wabash, sir."
was considered a star play by lessen- (From Pearson's.)
$s
us home but we walloped 'em all
flying about pretty
The shells w;-rlug the running time of No. R which run
SSS
It was about this time that I was thickly Just then end It was a poor
right."
Mve
mail . for the southwest, " "Any
the wounded most strangely, in the fact
$ I SSSSSSSSSSS
" reaching Kansas City over the Mis- sporting casuiltics?" Inquired
to discuss matters, but he stared
time
s
$
editor.
severe It was at me fur several seconds before he
while my wound
j1b5SbbBB
Hit
souri Pacific, so that It would reach
Huh?"
SSSSSSSSSS
wholly painless. The fire of the ene- could take it in.
Newton at 3 o'clock each afternoon.
"Any fatalities?"
my had become exceedingly accurate
When the change was made in
"Wilt's '"in 7
"In the name of heaven, what Is the
runfiing lime of Santa Fe No. R, the
and the shells were bursting all
Jap-a-La- c
"Anybody
killed'"
with you?" he asked.
matter
peculiar
a
his
Hag
officer
Rock island made
rather
and
"Naw." said the representa! ye if around. With the
I
wounded,"
severely
have
been
"I
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
move by pushing up the running time the Young Shops.
"Warn't nobody staff I was standing on the bridge
Klrkt Class Work Guaranteed
reach killed. Hill Rudolph he got llil 111 the and our group made a pretty target replied, "in the whiskers."
nf NO, 35 so that It would
s s $ s s s
T)e
Wichita at 2:R0 p. m. In order to do eye In de (Iff inning, dat's all.
s ss
Prices Reasonable
s
s
gunners on shore. Dupont, in
the
for
For picture framing go l Newthis the connection with the Golden Skylarks, awl red some o' our bails his polite manner, said presently:
s ss
s
m31
comer's Hook Store.
State at Herington had to be disre- too. Our Capt'lO
Joe McCaffrey an'
SSS
"Gentlemen, I would suggest that
IIS NORTH SECOND STREET
garded and this precluded the hand- de Skylarks' is Nick Napoleon.
De
s s
you
leave
the
had
of
some
better
ling by the Golden State of any of the core nas 14 to
If you need a carpenter telephone
of de winin
favor
R.
No.
bridge.
If our friends over there Heaaelden.
Auto Phone 580.
mail handled by Santa Fe train
ners, pit's 11:'."
When this move was made the Rook
satis-fleto
appeared
be
Island officials
that they had a mortgage on the
City
to
local malls from Kansas
Wichita for points in the southwest
as they could not figure out how the
Santa Fe could beat them there on
that new proposition. Hut the Santa
Once a week we rrcclv
Fe got busy. There was train No. 3
A splendid line of new
something new In our Miwhic h leaves Kansas City about the
Hats Jusi received.
Bailor
IB
and
same time as Rook Island
llinery Department.
which had not yet figured in the race
and Busiest Store
Albuquerque's
This train was due In Newton at
1:55 p. m. What could be . asler than
letting this train make a bid tor the
THE DAYLIGHT STORE
local malls Inasmuch as No. R apparently had a cinch on the througn
malls by putting on an extra train
from Newton to Wichita to make
with No. 3. This was what
was done. This new train leaves New-Io- n
at 2 p. m., five minutes after the
arrival of No. 3, and makes the run
minute:;
to
Wichita In thirty-liv- e
Which is going some, arriving there
fifteen minutes ahead of Koek Island
train No. 35.
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Ono of the officials of the Santa Fe
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These are clever new style models. Every new
Floor)
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couple
a
now
and
Rock Island's play
Is here.
Plain and
Una and touch of tailoring
(Second Floor
of curds we huve left urc trumps."
'
New White English Serge Eton and Pony
well cut und tailored. Tight fitting
practical,
but
flaring
Wo can almost say we arc satisllcl
Jacket Suits, short sleuves, pleated and
or box style; short and Jaunty. Made of black
SANTA RE8 NEGLIGENCE
skirts, trimmed with heavy silk braid and lace, on
S2.V0O
Suits
of
showing
and pongee ami tan covert cloth. Prices
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silk
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that
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dad to Investigate the death of
by
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cero Romero who was killed
make It stronger.
New Skirts of White Serge. White Panama.
Waists at Special Prices.
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Lawn Waists,
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White
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variety
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lowing verdict:
erior quality of the tailoring warrants
Several styles line Mull Waists, lace Insertion
"We, the Jury, find that the deceasu.- In saying they urc the best Suits In
and embroidered fronts, short sleeves, $2.50 and
SHIRTWAIST
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ed Lucero Romero, came to his death
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price.
this
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America
on the evening of the 20th of March.
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wear.
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'A large Una of Mualln Underwear that was
Cheney Ilrotliors' Fine Itndliim Eoulards.
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Our showing of 16.75 Skirts la more varied
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Corset
embroidered
Hand
The designs are so new und different, the far
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than
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effects and becoming styles.
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most fastidious.
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decidedly new. Special at $13.50.
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$10.00 to $30.00

W. STRONG'S SONS

FURNITURE

Corner Second Street

M.MANDELL

.........

Copper Avenue
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Easter Novelties in Costumes
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Our $25 Suits
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4Hme In Ftaoenl.
Mr. W. B. Jansen, of Chicago, arrived In Phoenix on Wednesday In his

Mussed While Wear Sale

Showerproof Foulards at $1.00

Spring Neckwear

Linens
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Jim Lee Blows

Newbro's Herpicide
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Scalp
"I am sending you my phoiograph to show, what Ncwbro's Hcrpl- clde has done for me.
rplcids upon my hair I havé used It ex- "Since I first tried
clUSiVely in giving SCalp treatments to others, and I would not think
(Signed I
of trying to get along without It."
MRS. ANNA CONNER,
2S07 Archer Ave., Chicago, III.
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Extraordinary
Sale of Women's
and Children's

e
6

ORE TRAIN

Hundreds of lady scalp specialists and hair dressers use and recommend Ncwbro's Herpicide, Instead of products of their own manufacture upon which a much larger profit could be made. They
Some hair dressers
claim that Herpicide makes friends for them and gives much batter satisfaction.
use Herpicide for obstinate casts only, but why not use the best first?
of the hair or scalp,
Herpicide Is a dellghtfuldressing that can be used when there Is no dlsi
in a class singularly
and ns an actual remedy for dandruff, Itching scalp and falling hair it sts

From all rcjxJitH there is no daqgtf
of the people of Rlsbee b"inK sjfllcted
with ennui. Events continue to crowd
upon each other fan! anil furiously.
The follouinfr are one day'l happenings as chronicled In the Bisbee

9fk

Its own.
Many ladles object to a gummy ami sticky hair dressing, or one that is full of sedimentary chemicals intended to dye the hair. Tlif marked preference for a clemi and dainty preparation, particularly
one that overcomes excessive olllness and leaves the hair light and fluffy, Is reflected In the enormous
sale of Ncwbro's Herpicide. Diserlnilnntin- - ladies become enthusiastic over Its refreshing quality and
exquisite fragrance. It stops Itchli g of the scalp almost Instantly.

He-vie-

Timely and

e
e

1 1

FURNACE

tDOfl.

Use a.nd Recommend

BISBEE

0(1

oj Qualify

The Store

SCALP SPECIALISTS

EAST AND FURIOUS
DOWN

rmrtn. Mnroti 25,

Jim Lee. of Lowell, had the top "f
his scalp flint off with a shotgun In
the Junitlmi Kiloon last tiii?ht. He was
taken to Dr. B. S. Godfrey's office,
His
where tin- wminil was ilressi-condition Is regarded 'as serious, alrecover.
will
At Drug Store
Bend H cents In letups to The Herpicide Co.. Dept. X., Detroit. Michigan, lorn sample.
though it is believed he
He is known around Lowel as a carMRS. ANNA C'ONNOU
penter, having worked at his trade for
several months.
How the accident occurred Is not
known. One rumor Is to the effect
BEE
SEE
doubM barthat Lee was handling
WINDOW
WINDOW
rel shotgun. He set it on the floor
DISPLAY AT
heavily, when It as disc harged, the
nisi'i.w vi
load striking him glain ingly on the
ALV ARADO
ILVARADO
right temple-- tearing off the major
I'HAKMACY
IRMACY.
I'll
scalp.
portion of his
Another rumor waa that the bartender at the Junction saloon was
handling the gun when it was accistriking
ty
dentally discharged
It Is not known Sam Medlgovlch and Mitch Medigo- against the bar.
the Luna County Telephone company The case went to the jury late, last
whether the shooting was accidental vleh, 15,000 to be aski d by each on
has been completed to Paywood Hot evening. The government is proseor otherwise,
DOUBT F Springs,
thus giving that popular re: cuting these liquor selling cases with
aCQCUIil of alleged damage done them
B irt
direct connection with Demlng. gnat vigor, as it Is determined to
by their arrest on a charge of stealKl'RXAl K I I I in ñ CRUSHED
The lack of telephone or telegrapli break up the nefarious practice of
the Medlgovlch
TO PI LP I NDEH ORE CARS ing hay and BOSp from
facilities has been a great drawback dispensing tire water to the redskins.
on Hrewery avenue,
barn
d
With his left leg crushed into a
to the full development of the
A demurrer was filed to the Indictmass of pulp and Injured internally,
Hot Springs as a greut health ment yesterday in the case of United
Astee Has Hoard of Trade.
was
brought
to
romposio Vasiuez
resort
Stales against John Maus and Rose
On last Tuesday evening an event
the Copper Queen hospital from DougWeil, changed with violation of the
oclas yesterday morning, and four hours of importance In the life "f Aztec in
Ktlmunds act.
curred when a mass meeting met
later wag struck by an ore train.
UNITED STATES GRAND JURY
ysaques was knocked down, the. Green's hall and organized a board al
ORDER OX A PENNY POSREBATE CAS IE
train passing over his body, the trade.
TAL CARD WILL SAVE YOl FROM
call
men
the
answered
thirty
Almut
wheels on one side crushing through
20 TO 30 CENTS ON A SINGLE
i'endbton was named
IS
his leg and reducing It to a horrible and Judge
sack OF BOSS PATENT FLOUR
secretary
E.
P.
Wilson
and
chairman
mass. In addition he was injured InSEE Alt ON LOCAL PAGE.
A full discussion was then
teen,
pro
ternally by being rolled under
the
ALBUQUERQUE cash GROCERS
would GENERALLY ACCEPTED IN GALLUP
town
this
benefits
had
of
the
train.
COMPANY.
reap from a concerted effort along
the lines Of a board of trade. Several
i
u ILDERNEKS
THREE
A
large line of Caps for Women
THAT COAL MINES ARE SOLD
11 RED
PR
IBM points were made by the speakers that
Ull II
at the Economist.
and
children
Judge
tinisli-ed
many
present,
and
jury
grand
The United States
Three days In a mountain camp were new t"
give his views In strong
its labors in the cdjshty court house
wltli his right arm broken In
two Pendleton
is
Town
Old
the place to spend Sun-d- a
urging the formation of the
There seems no longer any doubt yesterdav and ejas discharged aftet
places and no surgical attention, was lam age.
all. a noon. Free hand concert.
a step that the times
as
trade
of
board
tinexperience ot W, T. Orame
of
hills, after a total Free dance.
demand. If Aztec and sur- that a settlement of some kind has returning nine
Kansas City, who reached Douglas absolutely
Inget their been reached whereby the. 'alinliiiiiui' of thirteen cases considered by
country
would
rounding
Merchants' lunch, just the thing for
Wednesilay from Stu osarl and lost no
jury.
Coal company's aetloti
against
the
and
public
the
before
resources
"...
oi;li. Wliile F.lephant from
time after Irs arrival In getting his con t some discrimination now said Santa Fe for $100,000 for alleged
The report of the grand jury was 11
set,
to 2:30.
was
Mr. Cramer
arm properly
will never come to trial. Sev- idiort and to the point and contained
looking over a property which he and to e 1st.following officers were chosen: eral people
no unusual features.
who have bien in
The
For nromnt am WVOrtCOUfl treatment
other Kansas City parties own in the Col.
Most of the tlqiii of the federal pefrom Gallup during the past
W. II. Williams, president; F. It.
and the vcrv choicest of meats Mm will
Ifoctesnma district. While making a
was
yesterday
occupied
jury
with
twenty-fosay
tit
it
is
hours
Fred
that
president;
psend,
vice
Qrjl
make no mistake hv palling on m.l
motiniiln ride Mr. Cramer's horse Tu
known there that the Caledoal- - the case of Walter Gray, of Gallup, Kicinwort. 112 north Till ni street, or
second vice president; S. O
stumbled and fell Upon his so as to Bunker,
jttii Coal company's mines have been .o i u e. o) sel in liipuii to .Vivo jo. teJcntlONiMV vinir order in.
K. r. Wilson,
tart,
treasurer;
I'inl
break, the igbi erw in two places.
i
M
Tavior. H D Abrame; sold lo tin' interests which were (Jc- Rather than return to Nacosarl with- A. M Hubbard
T, a fending the action for damages and
L. G. Boten,
Colorado I'lionc i7
out having Inspected the property Mr.
that the BáM has been compromised. Automatic I'liono 522.
Cramer endured the suffering of the Pierce and Alex Hart, board of
No definite statement as to the exbroken member and continued on his
act terms of this compromise can be
Journey.
OoUgll obtained, howeve r, neither side show11 VtllyS Keeps Chamberlain's
ing any Inclination tó talk about II.
Hi medy ta the House.
COWBOY8 ROpj I) Wit
EH HOOLBOY8
"We would not be without ChamDRAGGED
Telephone lo Fas wood.
II is kept
311-31- 3
West Silver Avenue.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
long distance telephone
Amos Taylor and Joe Haaelwood, berlain's Cough Remedy,
home,"
our
continually
in
on
hind
years of age,
two cowboys not over
W. W. Kearney, editor of the
were brought to Douglas, given o
pendent, Lowry city, Mo. That
hearing in the Justice eOurt and bound
Is Just wh it every family should do.
over to the grand Jury under
hand ready for Instant
bond for roping and dragging
the Whcn'kept onmay
be checked at the
schoolboys at Silver creek, as well as use. at old
and cured in much less time
shooting at their feet to make them ni
It
has become settled In
dance. The young men arc attested i" than after
ave been making
practice of this the system. 'I'iiis remedy Is aiso without a peer for croup in children, and
sort of sport lately.
t
will
the attack when given
is soon as the child becomes hoarse,
IH
ORE VI OR IN DEATH EH
Ol ORtil M IHHINGTOVH Mil or even after the croupy cough apills greit grandf ither one of George pear which can only be done when
Washington's aids and himself a vet- the remedy Is kept at hand.
For
eran of the civil war and an Indian sale by all druggists.
scout of wide reputation
In
early
Milliner) Opening.
days, George Sullivan was laid
at
rest at 10 o'clock ycHtci ty morning
tin Friday afternoon and Saturday
in Bvergreea cecaetery.
of tn.s week. March 10 and 31, Mr.
D.
Coyerdale will have on display
OP! l ER i N Mil I TO O El
Ü20
West
in her millinery parlors,
BADL1 li
avenue,
a new and up to date
HOLDUP
Hold
Wil
millinery.
spring
line
of
and slimmer
Because he did not have the extradition papers for Hob Kennedy, the There Is a Splendid Hue of Paris and
With this end in view we have
for
third party to the Winters' saloon A mixtean patterns to be seen at this
holdup. Officer Jack White was com- opening as well as the very latest
peled to return from Can. men yester-da- y things in street and tailored hats.
the exclusive sale of
cordial Invitation is extended to all the
without him.
In relating the circumstances
of ladli s to attend this opening.
Kennedy s arrest iffi'er White stated
tfcal llo re w is no doubt but what the
e
Hulera
mm arrested al Cananea is the right of ill kinds and sizes of paper. Also
party, and that he even admits he Is manufacturers of account books. Try
Kennedy, but refuses positively to tell a special made ledger. Journal
or
anything of the holdup affair.
ml book and see how much satlsfacHon you can get using it.
HOLDUP M Y M o
11. s. Mthgow A Co.
FOR MEN
We
and Guarantee
BE
Wil l DE81 ItTl II Bookbinders,
Journal rtuilding.
A letter has been received at
the
sheriff's office from Leadville, Colo.,
Bargains galore In nice Muslin Unp.irtv named Mct'ibe. who is id '.'.ear at the Fconomlst.
f'om
father-in-lathe
of !. S. Norton, now
MiIt is our policy to provide for our patrons
heid In the county jail In Tom batons
Bake Wauls 1O,0OO,
Newark, N. J., Mar. 14. Counsel
for being Implll a ted In the robbery of
Mrs, Ulmn N. Duke, who Is su- the winters saloon In Bisbee.
Because
The letter states that Norton eloped log her husband, .lames H. Duke, the
the best merchandise procurable; and in preThey arc sincerely tailored
with Mi Cube's daughter two ynixi
millionaire tobacco man, for divorce.
materials
honest
of
made
They
are
ago. when le- wasbul ir, yens old, isk d vice chaheelof Pitney to make
InabiR, sanitary, modern factory;
and that ho now has
bei. ni allowance of 110,000 counsel feel
line for your consenting this well-know- n
workmen
by skilled, well-paiNorton denies ihls. and SAys thai lil to his client. The vice chancellor
stylish
and
correct
Mr.
They
are
Duke
put the case over until
'
wife was In blsbee about two
They fit perfectly
before his arrest, and that he gave her could be represented In court.
sideration, we feel
our judgment will be
money to go from thet.- to Riverside,
They wear and hold their shape 'til
t the oimth.
Rooaéretl
Mi.
threadbare
SMOOTH run i robbed
altlmore. Mar. 24. Mrs. Theodore
juslified by the
They are not "DOCTORED" into
of the men who apTHE COPPEH Ql REM RTOItE Roosevelt attended the opening of tii
"dope"
shape by Hot Flat-IroTo f.o e the next grund Jury on
t ii v on of grand opera here lest night
charge nf grand larceny William B. is the guest of Secretary of the Nitvy
preciate high-clas- s
as well as
And Because
DunbVark Will he taken to Tombstone ind Mrs. chirles k. Bonapartf.
Where he will remain In the ounty
A very large percentage of all
Mr. Tolla In State Trlson.
jail until the grand Jury convenes
clothing I? doctored up by the Hot
perfect fit, and correct style.
Trenton. N. .1 . Mar. 14. Mrs. An(gain.
Flat-iro- n
to covcrdefects in tailoring.
Italcounty
Hergeu
Tolla,
the
toinette
theftji
alleged
in the Copper
For
but
rover,
does
Such treatment
Cueen store, which are claimed to ian woman whose death sentence was
doesn't rrmove; for the first dnmp
have occurred dally for a period of oi muted lo seven .years und six
day on which these "doctored" garabout a week. Dunbrack was yester-ds- y mmiitis Imprisonment today began
We direct your
to the New
ments are worn brings out these
bound over to the grand Jury by serving here sentence In the state
faults and causea them to lose shape
Justice McDonnld. his nail being fixed prison at Ihls place.
which he has
In the sum of $.".no
and character.
Spring Models in Sincerity Clothing. Suits
1,000 Ions of Coal Sunk.
leen unable to Kive u to the present
Partial faults that may occur in the
Mar. 34.- - One
New
Him
ii. Conn..
time.
CLOTHES
SINCERITY
making
of
'barge
a box float, both In tow of
Dunbrack was arrested by consts-lil- e the tugandResolute,
are permanently removed by Hand
to
range in price from
and each carrying
Imyle last Monday as the result GOO
tow
Needlework OtfLY.
the
coal,
of
from
tons
broke
a
In
of discovery by one of the clerks
Clothes"
as
Light
You can buy "Sincerity
three miles off Bperry
the Copper Queen store wtjo wont iibo itResolute
was making the New
with the assurance that you ore getInto the basement, where Dunbrack the
went
yesterday
and
Haven habor late
ting Style -- Pef feet Fit and that
had leen working ns a plumber for to
We request the favor of a call for the inthe bottom.
they will WEAR, and retain their
ÉSveral days, and found several artishape, until worn threadbare;
cles he wanted missing.
l raining
go to New
l or picture
It
are tailored sincerely
When the matter was reported
became they
line.
mil
spection of
comer' llisik Store.
.
was remembered that Dunbrack had
been seen leaving the basement sevWe aro Sole Agcntn Hero
Free dance mid biinil concert al
eral times a day during his employ- Triu lion I'nrk Ihls afternoon. iMin't
ment there, and thai on each occas- fall to go.
ion he wore a coat, which bulged at
We are showing n hue line of Ohll- the pockets.
were dren's Trimmed and Behool lists. At
premise
Later Dunbrack'
searched and goods to the value of reasonable prices. The Kconomlst.
alleged to hav
1112.20,, which he
ct-- r
stolen, were found and taken In
flowhh.
I Vl
THE FUHllST.
charge by the officers.
why Icnntard A
I in rc are reasons
Bit; DAMAGE HUTF POR
STEALING HAV Llnileniaiin ran save yon money In the
CHARGE
A $10,000 damage suit Is soon to purchase or piano. Sec them before I
on bay.
be filed against V. O. Medlgovlch by
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Hats to Suit all Tastes, in Ready- -

B. H. BRIGGS 6 COMPANY
SPECIAL AGENTS

,

SEEMS

1

For $2 JO
try pretty Straw Hats, in various
and
styles; in all colors pop-

0

up-to-d-

ular this season.

At this price

you

Fay-woo-

ASEnLEMENTDF

have a great assortment
choose from.

in which to

Come look them over.

a.

v

j

Hs

Hats of all sorts, in designs and

tr-to-

I

(

i.v

Albu-queroU-

gea-erall- y

1

models unusually pretty. At this
price we show you the best line in
Every hat

the city for the price.

we guarantee to he the best value

y;

--

i

asii..

ohtniinMe for 'the price

MUR.PHY 6 PATTERSON

The $5.00 Slats are

Livery and Boarding Stables

To

in-1- '

At this popular price we're showing
a collection that cannot be equalled elsewhere in the city. Every model is correct in style and coloring, with mater-

Ou r Co ist3Lit Aim

(

ials positively the best to be had if a
hat for this price. In spite of the great
variety, you'll find only one of a kind,
no two alike. Come in and look over
this collection whether you buy or riot.
We will Ik; glad to show you.

is to Better Our Service and O vi r

.

Merchandise.

Í

Par SL

arranged

in

"SINCERITY CLOTHES''

-

Sell

CtiILDREN'8

1 1

ATS

Sailors, Mapolean shapes ami

oth-

ers of equal popularity we're showing in a great variety of Chip, PressColors the
ed and Fancy Straws.
newest in plain and fancy combinationsattractive and pleasing.

"SINCERITY

i

CLOTHES"

w
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-.

I

--

desi-rtei-

B.Itfeld3lCo

i

d

that

approval
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workmanship

,

atttntion
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$10

$30.

this

'
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SIMON STERN
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Viir Mi
1

9r

W

The Vice Eyeglass

--Mr
lit

iiit

wi'iiif'TH

Mil

for Its

i,

,1

h ii

f

Ktuy-n- n

mrnirlnos

QUftlltlMb

we will M Kind ti show you
,.t II,,
till mlv:i
i:
ntr
If you will call on u.s.
I

BEBBER. OPTICAL CO.
lis

Eyes Tested.

We ( tiii',v

QQLD AVENUE.
n stiM k ni Jewelry.

iilossi's Alljlisti'tl

Easter Gobons
Calí on Madame Gross and settle the

problem. Afine Une

just from

flebu VorK.

of Jfcbv Samples

MADAME GROSS

US West Gold

Avenue.

Ladies Tailoring

PAGE FIVE.
Sunday, March

15,
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Yovi May Buy or You May Wei it
Wy!

But Things MUST Come Our

V You Will Have To, Also!

My Think We Are SPECULATING-W- E Know We Ha.ve a, "GOOD THING"
built on the lowlands.
are
the best
we can afford to wait, but you cannot; in growing
That
1
DAtArkAr.
covering over tiity
IxeilieilllJer. That are thc owners the only Heights overlooking the center of the and which,
years,
this tract intact
YOU

cities,

0f
sole
we
square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart of the business district.

residences
city
J

seldom

for

That, having held

baloons,
we arenowoffer,ngitforresidencepurposesonly,and that ourdeedswill exclude, for all time, all Factories, Stores,
Boarding Houses, etc. I That we are expending in improvements over $50,000 and two year s work, and,
own our
at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. IJ That we
lower than the
own water plant and will furnish you, from deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price
Best oi Drainthe
residence
present rates. S That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to everv
Valley. J That here you are
age Broad, Low Terraces, anda Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and
1 Remember, that the
above the dust and ihe dirt or mud, the smoke and the noise of less favored localities.

Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial
.... é,
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only street now ready, the Cream of the Entire Addition, will be the Finest in All New Mexico or Arizona
on the crest of the
and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying dwellings
may cost
Cfa
foot building line is imposed; that the lots are only sold in sites of 100x132 feet; that no
and his heirs his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the
that nothing similar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque. ----- ----

and endfna at

13
fímmgtymKm
are

Also, Remember

That the Majority

of

the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here a.nd Expect to Build at Once.

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

GO UP AND SEE!

Co
Improvement
Addition
The Terrace
Selling Agent
M. P.

Stamm, Secretary and

"

-

inrepresented n the don- - nlze a fierce Campaign to prevent the
Albuquerque
ami It Is predict-e,- i
senator's
mu. '
thai he win be defeated, A move- One can Imagine the czar rubbing
Foundry and Machine
ment to cliocse Secretary of War Wilhis eyes when he read these couraggraduate of the
Times have Indeed liam H, Tail, a Yalt
eous words.
R. P. HA 1,1,. ProprU-to- r
changed In Russia, ond wo may yet class of '7.x, as Dcpcw's successor M
WaV.
under
how
Russian people
Rrass Castings, Ore, Coal,
If any proof or the decadence of live to see the
Secretary Tail has been Indorsed by Iron Hnd
nations of the world the way to every
Lumber Cart, Pulleys. Orat
the power of the socialistic party was the
has
organisation
that
alumni
freedom.
Bars, itahbitt Metal, Columna
needed It was given lust Sunday when true
held an annual banquet this winter. II
and Iron Fronts for Build
the 104 socialistic mass meetings
Was the plan of the alumni to SjlOV,
Swept.
Sea
Hurricane
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lng, Repairs on Mining an1
Which had been called to celebran'
Depew to quietly withdraw
mi tho
- Machinery In Our Specialty
Rásala, Mar. 24.- -- A hur- ground
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.small
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When
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Prince
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life saving
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tarnation in government circles ano
Ihe fuel that all Russian fugitives arc
now Immediately sent back across the
frontier seems to prove the truth of
a
the general belief.
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ACTION

NOW CONCEDED

FORCES

Correspondence Morning Journal.
'orrespondenre MoniitiR Journal.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Mar. 24. In the
Las Vena. N. M.. Mar. 24. As n
city convention held here
fault of the regmblK in primaries held republican
this afternoon I. Sparks was named

tail niRht the success of the nun-ptlaan ticket plan propose! tiy thecen-tra- l
romimttfcs of the two parties If
assured. In all wards last night approval for the
ticket
I I. in
VII expressed and delegates instructed to vole ii. convention for the
com promise, as proposed by the committees. All delegations were also Instructed for K. D. Goodall. who Is the
candidate fur ma.vor on the
ticket. This action completes
the work to combine the two parties
on a strong combination ticket ami
will rid I.as Veg.is of the strife and
worry of
election,
In only one ward was any disapproval of the combination plan displayed. In the Fourth ward a dosen
ilrltrants expressed a desire for a
Straight ticket, but they had not
enough strength to make a showing.
It Is generally agreed that by the
promlse plan Las Vegas b is s,., ured
a strong anil able city administration
for the next two years.

for mayor without opposition. J. B.
Bead Is nominated for treasurer and
M. H. Otero for city treasurer.
It is now generally conceded that a
fusion ticket will be the only ticket In
the Held against the republicans, and
that this fusion ticket will be headed
by Hon. T. B. Catron for mayor.
It
Is the belief of those men who know
Santa Fe and conditions here best that
Mr. CatrOn'S name at the head of the
ticket Insures Its victory. With the
fusion forces are the democrats and
a very considerable sprinkling of republicans, who do not care for the
party lines Idea in city affairs.
Andrews ;lss Up Flgfat
E. Andrews, who was appointed
assessor of Santa Fe county by the
board of county commissioners, after
Governor Hage raían had appointed u,
A. Collins, announced today that he
had given up the fight and would
is assessor. This ends the tangle
over this office, to which there were
a few days ago. three claimants, Mr.
Collins, the governor's appointed remaining in full possession of the

LOS

Yoqui Massacre.
Mar. 24. News has
reached here of the murder of five
members of the family of Pedro Meza, presidente of La Dura, and two
others, in Sonora. Mexico, who were
massacred by Indians within a few
miles of their homes. The names of
those killed ate Señor Pedro Mega,
presidente of La Dura, a rich mining
contractor and one of the prominent
men of the district: Señora Elvira
Mesa, his wife; Señoritas Carmen,
and I'ancheta, aged IS, 20 and
respectively; Mrs. W encestas Huff.
and Theodore Hoff, a son, aged 24.
Three members of the Meza family
survived, a baby and two
young
daughters, who had been left at home
rest
when the
of the family drove
off In carriages to (Juaymas. Returning from Quaymas they were joined
by Mis. Hoff and lo r .son.
Passing
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ANGELES
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field.

t not her

Ixis Angeles.

STATION

PICKS

LAS VEGAS

UP

CALL

One of the most remarkable phenomena ever noted by a telegrapher
took place in
Angeles this week
when in some mysterious ami sari
manner the lie orSg wireless receiving station K"t ti call .hrough the .tiler from l,as Vegas New Mexico, thOU- A Los Angeles
mils of miles sway
dispatch savs
Wireless telegraphy may prove the
undoing of the wire service, if a condition dlseovi red by H. L. Bleakney,
operator of the Uos Angeles De forest
H'hii
wireless station is developed
listening for I call from the operator
Bleakney distinct!)
at Han Dlegc
heard "V O " "bussed" out by the receiving apparatus,
Bleakney, who is
an expert operator racked Ills brain
a
to
for clew
the call He came to the
conclusion that it might be Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
While Klealmey was pondering, tin
apparatus began receiving a long message Most of It was a report on cats,

Ih

El-nl-

through the gorge thev were attacked
by faqull and all killed.

Houston Not Fleeted.
Washington, Mar. 24. House committee on elections No. I today adopted unanimously a resolution declaring
J. A. Houston noi elected a member
of the Fifty-nintcongress from the
Second Texas congressional district,
and Is not entitled to the seat held
li
II OSes I.. Brooks, democrat.
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New York Cutral
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ACRES

TAKEN

LAND
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Pennsylvania
OE SI.
Louis Ar San
Sim ond preferred
Southern Pacific

Since the first of January, 19015, :o
this date, 12. 320 a res of laud haw
I,. en taken up. lying adjacent io Doming, mostly south an I east of the city.
baVC been liken under
These n
e
tracts
the hoimM-a- d
ait In
and bv means of ihi .leeil , aim act
All have been entered In the office of
I be United Mates Land Commissioner,
It. Y. McKeyes, and Mi. M Kj'e siys
there aie a luge number of inquiries
now on tile with hlrn that Mill locate
humes In the near future.
Very few of these
o. iters
hue
been residents of tills vicinity for ,ni
t
f.n
length
In
of time
most of
rre.it
from
ibeni have only usl arrived in
regions of the east
the snow-bounuud north, and seeing an ipporturdly
i., m ike i nonet in this sunny ell n it
are fast seizing the offers of I n
Sam. snys toe Denting llid'Uht.
There are Mill thousand! upon
thofiinds of aires of just as I good
land ti Hi it already taken, an It u
no
nnlv i nuestion of only
few
months, or weeks, until we shall see
homes all over tlie valey and orchards
end iiops groulug where now all l.i
waste.
The Campbell system of dry farm.
Ing is what Is to cause this whole valto the
ley, from Cook's mountains
Flotillas and Ties Hermanas, and as
(5
till
ingl
fir wet as the Ijfl mount
to lie doited nil over with comfortable
homes, fours and or, hards.
This system of drv farming I" simply an intelligent preparation of the
land which holds the moisture In the
ground after It Is closely packed on
the surface, instead of allowing It to
escape by evaporation, as it does when
the land Is but poorly prepared at the
commencement of each season.
Parties who have thoroughly Investigated this matter and who Hre the
..in who are so rapidly locating the
public domain hereabouts
have n
fears of their future success.
1
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104
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1
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Is.

York. Mar. 24. - The metals
wore generally quiet ami unchanged
In Ihe absence of .aides.
Lake .upper is held at IS.MIJ
Fie. tiolytic at H.25 r s.,',0 Casting
IN. 004i 18.2.1.
Lead was unchanged at 5.3. i f..4 3
and spelter at 6.151 6.26.
Silver,
Mexican doliirs, 60.
N--

1

.

".'.

Chicago Board of Trail)'.
Chicago. Mar. 24- .- Profit taking
by discouraged holders imnarted
a
we.,k ion.- to the local wheat market at the close today, final quotation on the May delivery being off
half.
May wheat opened nt 784 to 784.
Close was at 784. July ranged
77
and 78", and closed with
net loss of
at 77.
May corn opened at 44 U to
4.1
sold off to
and closed at 44.
May oats opened at 30
to
sold up to 20
and closed at
Kansas city Live Mock.
Kansas City. Mar. 24.- - Cattle Receipts i.ooo.
Marital unchanged
Steers. $4.2541' 6.86; southern
steers,
$3.764 4.50; southern cows. $2.2R
4 'Hi
cows
native
and heifers, $2.25
115.15: .tinkers and feeders, $3.00ti
4.75; bulls. $3.751 4.25; calves. $3.00
..00; western red steers. $3. 76(15. 26;
western fed cows, $2.751i 4.50.
Sheep Iteceipts. none.
Market
seady.
Mutton", $4.60'.i 5.80; lambs,
$'..304( 6.10; range
wethers, $5.26
i

44,
30,
30.

t.Mj

fed ewes, $4.26 O 5.26.

liliitgn Live Stork.
Chicago. Mur. 24. Cattle Becelnts
J00. Market weak. Beeves. $4.00 4
6.00. cows and beirers. 1 1.66 4 5.00;
stockers and feeders, t2.85O4.60.
Sheep Iteceipts.
3.500.
Market
steady. Sheep. S3.2r.4rC.O0; lambs,
4

Forger Casey Goes to Pen.
Harrison vllle, Mo., Mar. 24. Thomas M. Casey, former general manager of the bank of Salmon A Salmon,
of Clinton, which failed last summer
with heavy liabilities, catching many $5.00
.85.
po.,r depositors, pleaded guilty today
St. louls Wool.
waa
forgery
charge
of
and
to the
St. Louis, Mar. 24. Wool
sentenced to five yesrs In the
steady; unchanged.

I

held

low as $10.00 atnl as
Loans are ouicklv made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshin tickets to and from all
Darts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 "nd 4. Grant Bid.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
S05 West Railroad Avenneu
FOR SALK- nni íil.Ií Rleirant new furniture.
corner S. Edtthand Hazeldlnc ave. tf
FOR SALE Good horse, will work
single or double. Youmis Bros., 1011
n27
S. Second street.
FOR SALE Chickens, at 500 Ha- m26
zeldine avenue.
FOR SALE Good rubber tire
and harness 518 S. Edith at. m31
FOR SALE Nice saddle and drivsaddle and
ing pony, also second-han- d
harness. W. H. McMilllon, real estate
m26
dealer, 211 W. Gold avenue
Inquire
POR SALK Furniture.
m27
416 N. Third street.
FOR SALE Cheap, or will trade
for cow, line saddle horse, will drive.
208 S. Rroadway.
FOR SALE Furniture of
house and house for rent, 1403 W.
m27
Roma.
ruober
FOR SALE. Horse and
tired buggy. Inquire Will Ments, Pacific Conservative Life, office Grand
m20
Central buildl n g
Eight-roobrick
SALE.
FOR
bouse, all modern improvements with
three lots, for $3,000. Inquire City
m30
Market,
FOR SALE. A good medium si.'.
Iron safe. O. W. Strong's Sons:
FOR SALE Good surrey. A
m23
4 05 S. Edith street.
FOR SALE Furniture of
house. Mrs. Wiley, over Fan's market on S. Second st.
FOR SALE Small dairy of seven
Jersey cows, with fixtures and trade
established, For particulars, Address
m27
P. O. Box 272, Albuquerque.
,
FOR SALE One Jersey helfe.-Monahan,
J.
Mrs.
of
cheap; inquire
m26
Ruby house.
FOR SALE Furniture, sewing machines, cheap. Room 4, Grant
nil7
house and
FOR SALE Poultry
fence of poultry netting. 1043 N.
Eighth street.
"frli UAI.Í' fVH RXf'HAXliE Fol
new furnish'
city or ranch property,
ed rooming house. Best location in
the city. Address F J. this office, tf
FOR BALE -- Light Brahma eggs
for hatching. J. F. Palmer, 501 N.
tf
First street.
FOR SALE Eggs from best laying strains Mlnorcas, Leghorns and
Fishel's White Plymouth Rocks, $1.00
per setting. 90H N. Eleventh st. alO
FOR SALE Country store, Including store, building 10x70 feet, store
fixtures, stock of general merchandise,
residence and forty acres of
patented land. Business will pay a
profit of three thousand to four thousand dollars a year. Owner is obliged
to sell and will state why to those
W. A. Heather, Cliff, N.M.
FOR SALE Small drug store In
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S.
De.wl
KOR SALE Eggs for hatching.
per setting.
While Leghorn,
aj
1 041 N. Eighth street.
FOR SALE Eggs for setting, $1.00,
H.irred Plymouth Rock. 210 North
al
Walter.
plants.
"IcOR SALE 5,000 rhubarb
Bins,
ad
The best in the land. Mann
the
McSpadden.
See
BALE
FOR
Exchange Man, before you buy worthg
lie has over $1.000,000 etc.,
f houses, land, merchandise,
It
for sale. 300 South Broadway.
FOR SALE 8mal! stockT. ofL. merchandise at a bargain.
300 8. Broadway.
FOR BALE- - New and second-han- d Co.
All lots in Coronado
FOR SALE McSpadden.
300 South
T. L.
place.

on
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH

II O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING. AND CT.OSING AT 5 O'CLOCK IN THE EVENON THAT DAY AND DURING THE HOURS XAMED WE WILL SELL HOSIERY
AND
LADIES' MUSLIN UNDERWEAR AT THE FOLLOWING EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES:

BEGINNING AT
ING.

HOSIERY!
No. 5227 Children's Black Hose! both ribbed
ami flat, will not crock, and have always
been sold for 10 cents and 15 cents the
pair; the price for this sale 3 pairs for... 10c

Misses' very fine ribbed
fast black hose, sizes 7 to 96; good
enough for wear with the finest gown and
always sold for 30 cents the pair; price
for this sale 2 pairs for
45c

six-roo- m

Ladies' Fast Black Lisle Hose,
guaranteed stainless, four thread heels
and toes, full fashioned, elastic top; a
high grade hose that sells every day in
the year for 75 cents the pair; price for
55c
this sale, per pair

No. 5659

Nos. 1969 nnd 132

m

Hoys' Extra Heavy nibbed Hose,
fast black, double tincad foot, narrow
ankle; there is no better hose made for
boys give their stockings;
the rough
the regular p 'ce per pair is 25 cents, but
during this sale we will sell 3 pairs for . ,60c

No. 3975

wi-n-

and 826 Ladles' Black Hose,
with white soles; guaranteed
stainless,
fashioned and elastic tops; nice goods and
always sold for 25 cents the pair; price
for this sale It pairs for
50c

N'os. 5911. 917

No. 1914 Children's Fast Blk Ribbed Hose,
sizes 6 to 9Vi; this number Is a good one
and has always been sold for 15 cents for
si.es 6 to 7. and 20 cents for sizes 7 Vi to
9V4; price for this sale 2 pairs for
25c

Children's Fine Fast Black Hose,
from the finest Fgyptian cotton;
(i
to B; a fine firmly woven hose
that always sold nt 20 cents the pair;
plies for this sale 1 pairs for
40c

No. 1960
m ule
sizes

Nos. 1996, 2237 and 6001

Ladles' Fast Black
Hose; high spliced heels,
double soles and elastic tops; nice goods,
and always sold for 35 cents; during
this sale, per pair
25c

Nos. 20X3 and 2436 Ladies' Fine Lisle Lace
Hose. In brown and black; a bargain nt
ó0
25c
rents a paly. Sale Price, per pair
No. :,6S0
Iridies' Fast Black, Mercerized
I. isle Hose, full fashioned, elastic top: a
Beautifully lUade and finished hose that
has never been sold for less than 65 cents
a

pair; price during this sale, per pair.

.

.

six-roo- m

CashNos. 9440, 9423 and 9424 Infants'
mere Hose, soft and fine; sizes 4 to
colors black, white, pink and blue; regu-

6;

during this

lar price 30 cents the pair;
sale we will sell 2 pairs for
No,

1 1

45c
5 to
pair; for this

Misses' Fine Black Hose, sizes

5

9'4; regular price

15

cents

a

sale, per pair

10c

1706, 1960 and 635 Ladies' Fast Black
Fashioned Hose, elastic top, high Spliced
heel ami double sole; a reliable, durable

NOS,

hose; price for this sale

2

pairs for

25c

Nos. 447, 924 nnd 9050 Ladies' Fast Black
Hoto,
ribbed top, full shaped, double
thread, high Spliced heels: these numbers
arc really good and have never been sold
for less than 25 cents the pall?! price during this .sale 3 pulrs for
50c

Fast Black Hose,
8 to 9,
guaranteed
stainless, regular price 35 cents the pair;
during this sale they will go at
20c

No. 8921 Misses' Fine
full shaped, sizes

.45c

14 43

.

DAINTY MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
CORSET COVERS
e

edging around neck, pearl buttons;
garments of equal quality have never
been sold in AlbuQuerque for less than
10 cents and 15 cents. Sale Price
5c
Lot BfO, 2 In this lot there Is hut one variety
fine muslin, square neck, thread lace
trimmed, gathered front, pearl buttons: a
garment that has never been sold in
for less than 25 cents. Sale
Price, each
10c
Lot No. 0 Consists of three kinds:
flood
mutlltl, thread trimmed neck, three rows
of thread
insertion In front, gathered
front, pearl buttons; good cambric, lace
trimmed neck and arms, two rows lace
Insertion In front, gathered, pearl buttons,
full length back: and fine cambric, embroidered and lace neck, full front, pearl
buttons; these good have been sold is.
special bargains In this city at 65 cents.
Sale Price, each
35c
Lol No. 9 Two varieties In this lot. and each
one a beauty:
Fine cambric, dip front,
lace and ribbon at neck, hemstitched and
I. ice front, pearl buttons; fine muslin,
BOCk and arms,
ribbon and
Hamburg
Insertion, gathered In front,
pearl buttons: sold everywhere for 85
cents. Sale Price, each
Mo

NIGHT DRESSES
Heavy fine muslin.
full
length, ruffled wristbands, Schlffll embroidery front: something really good
and worth $1.00 of anyone's money. Sale
Price, each
50c
Lot No. tl Two kinds:
Both of heavy, fine
muslin, full length and shape, beautifully
trimmed with thread lace and ribbons:
regular $1.50 garments. Sale Price
SI. no
Lol No. 12 only one kind, but that Is positively the finest; soft finished cambric,
full length and shape; Swiss embroidered
neck nnd wristbands, allover embroidered
front, ribbon beaded at neck and wrists,
a regular $4.00 garment.
Sale
Price, each
$2.50
Lot No. 2

$1-0-

WHITE SKIRTS

Lot No. I This lot consists of two varities:
good muslin, pearl buttons, tape hound
neck and slese; and good cambric, narrow-lac-

muslin of fine texture,
full length. felled
seams,
flounce in which there are
three rows of torchon insertion and finh
ished with
torchon lace edge; a
great bargain at $1.25. Sale Price
75c
o. S Fine cambric, Shaped waistband
Lol
with draw-strinfelled seams, bottom
flounce 20 inches wide and containing
two rows of
torchon insertion
and finished with
torchon edge;
a garment
that commands $2.00. Our
Sale Price
M
Lot No. 12 This lot contains the cream of
the entire assortment; superfine cambric,
felled seams, shapod waistband with drawstring,
ten
flounce containing
rows of tucks and two rows of Swiss Insertion, finished with an embroidered
edge 6 inches deep; this garment Is a bargain at $5.00. Sale Price
$3.50
Lot No. 4
draw-strin-

Heavy

,

waist,

g

2Mt-inc-

any-hin-

l'-ln-

23-In-

CHIMESES
Lot No. 2 One kind only, fine plain cambric, deep handsome circular lace front
5 Inches wide,
lace trimmed armboles,
a regular
full length;
garment.
Sale Price
35c
nt

Lol

No. 0- - Combination chemise and skirt,
something rSally elegant, very fine muslin.
lace flounce,
circular neck
lace, trimmed nnd beaded for
with
ribbon trim; a garment that has never
been sold in the city for less than $1.75.
Sale Price
SI. Oil

DRAWERS
Lot No, ft One variety only, the finest and
best muslin, full cut and fashioned.
h
ruffle linked with one row of torchon insertion and edge of same; a regusix-Inc-

lar one dollar garment. Sale Price
50c
H
a beautiful
One variety
only,
muslin, shaped waistband,
ruffle
with two rows of Valenciennes bice and
edge of same; a beautiful garment nnd
cheap at $1.60. Sale Price
85c

Lot No.

REMEMBER, this sale begins at 9 o'clock the morning of Wednesday, March 28, and closes promptly at 5 o'clock the afternoon of the
same day. Come in and look at the goods advertised, even if you do
not care to buy; we have made Wednesday of each week a bargain
day at Bhe Globe Store for the purpose of inducing the people of the
city to come in and get acquainted with our stock and business methods: if a purchase is made we are pleased, for in the end you will become a regular customer of the store where every article is marked in
plain figures and where there is no favoritism shown to any one. one
price to all and youa money's worth in every thing bought.

The BIG GLOBE Sign
On West Railroad Avenue marks the entrance to The Globe Store
the home of reliability, quality and fair treatment.

FOR KENT.

!

tjcmt

t.--

nnd

4

?.

houses, modern. W. H. McMilllon, real
I"- noli tm ,luii er. '.ill WcSlliOIU.
FOR RENT Three unfurnished
Itl2l
rnrma C.tfi S. ArllO St.
PI0XT

cviTf

Tnodewi

house.

New

conveniences. 509 S. Walter st. irrJl
FOR RENT I have a new four-roowell built cottage in Highlands,
closets, screen porch, in healthy locality, no mud, no dust, city water.
Rent reasonable to good tenant. L.
m27
T. Delaney, 215 W. Gold ave.
run itRMT llrvoins for house
keeping, 524 W. Railroad avenue. rrt31
Five-roobrick,
RENT.
FOR
sunny coiner, at 623 South Walter
street. Inquire at 321 South Walter.
roue
FOR RENT. New four-roowith bath and electric lights. Corner
tf
High and Iron.
FOR RENT. Two furnished rooms
tf
with bath. 209 East Silver.
FOR RENT Front room with bath
for two gentlemen, no Invalids. 635
m2G
South Broadway.
light
FOR RENT Rooms for
tf
housekeeping. 512 N. Second st.
house with
FOR RENT Five-roobath. Dr. Wilson. 40G S. Arno st. tf
FOR RENT Four rooms for light
housekeeping; two rooms each. 1207
tf
S. Second st.
FOR RENT Good office room;
New
(Iran:
modern conveniences.
Apply Moon's studio. .f
building.
"FOR RENT Brick house with
Maynard
bath at 207 N. Fifth st.
tf
Gunsul.
FOR RENT Furnished room, modIf
ern. 724 S. Second st.
houses;
FOR RENT Two
Auto, phone 513 or call
furnished.
tf
at 1101 S. Fourth st.
FOR RENT To persons wishing
private rooms with board. The elegant residence of Nathan Barth. 422
North Sixth street, has been neatly
s
furnished and started as a
private boarding and rooming house.
Large airy rooms, reception hall and
parlors, double porches, large grounds.
Terms reasonable.
Phone(S8.
tf
FOR RENT Front furnished room
with hath. Six Haseldflne avenue.m.27
cotFOR RENT Now four-rooW. Lead avenue.
tage, 412
NT
FOR-REFurnished rooms bv
the day, week or month, also rooms
Mrs.
for light housekeeping.
Eva
Flaming. 113 West Lead ave.
tf
FOR RENT Apartments In Park
View Terrace, eight rooms eacn, modern equipment throughout. H. H. Til-toroom 19, Grant block.
m

m

first-clas-

m

n.

LOST.
.
Gold bracelet with"hoarMti
center, engraved "ENwIo."
Finder
leave at Mrs. Wiley's, over Farr'a

Host

market and receive reward.
LOST Enameled
and
diamond
A reward given for return to
ring.
1002 W. Tijeras
Mrs. F. L. Medler,
m2."
avenue.

PROFESSIONAL

six-roo- m

and 345 Men's Silk Lisle Hose,
black and tan, all sizes, regular price f.o
cents a pair, sale price- - -- 3 pairs for. . .gl.OO

Nos.

Pianos. Organs. Horses.

Wagons and other Chattels: also on
receipts, as
salaries and warehouse
high as $200.00.

HAVE ASKED THE QUESTION; "WHEN WILL YOU HAVE AXOTHF.R SPECIAL SALE OE
HOSIERY," THAT WF. HAVE DECIDED TO (IVE THE PEOPLE ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY
TO IH'Y RELIABIiE HOSIERY. AT OIIEATLY it EDUCED PRICES, AND IN ORDER TO MAKE
THE DAY OF MORE INTEREST TO THE LADIES WE WILL PLACE ON SPECIAL SALE AT
THE SAME TIME Ol It LARGE LINE OE LAD1FS MUSLIN UNDERWEAR. . THIS SALE WILL
BE

Money
to Loan
Furniture,

On

ATTORNEYS.
W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
Office in First National bank bulld- Ine. AJbuauernuej N M.
1MIYSIOIANS.
DR. R. L. HUST
N. T. Arimilo Bldg.
Room
Tuberculosis treated with High
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
4 p. m. Trained nurse in attendance.
Both 'phones.
DR. J. SI WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
Albuquerque. N. M.
DR. J. E. BUONSON- H

Fre-auen-

Homeooathlc.
Physician and Surgeon.
Room 17 Whiting Block.

DR. W. G. Sil ADRACH

Practice Limited
Throat
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe coast
lineo, office 313 V4 W. Railroad av.
Hours 9 to 12 a.m., L30to5 p..rnk
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgeon.
"midway.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
FOR SALÉ. Buy a home on easy
Rule Drv Goods company.
Ihe
Golden
payments. I have two snaps. T. L. Automatic Phone 272: Colorado. 151.
tf
Broadwuy.
0
S.
30
M cflpadden.
E. J. ALGER. D. D. S.
Ranches
Offices: Arimilo block, onposlte GolFO'R BALE OR TRADE. McSpadL.
T.
den
$25.000.
Rule. Office hours. 8:S0 a. m. to
to
fr,,m ÍII00
12:30 n. m.: 1:20 to 6 o. m. Auto,iQr, inn fL Rroadway.
matic telephone 462.
Anoolntmenta
Two room mude
K( ilt SALE OR Tit AUK
by mall.
D,
McSpadden.
300
T.
L.
ing houses.
DR. L. E. ERVIN
Broadway
Dentist.
you
miR SALE OR TRADE. Are said
Auto Phone 691.
Interested in mines. I have some T. Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block, over
to be good deals. Talk with me.
Learnard and Lindemann.
t M,.r,nHilen 300 S. Broadway.
ACCOUNTANT,
ifun BlAT.m I have some good val É V PERT ACcotTNTttiri:
ues In residence property. See me beHooks audited, statements prepared.
fore you buy. T. L. McSpadden, 300 Improved
systems installed. Twenty
tf
South Broadway.
years'
experience. Satisfaction guar
WANTED.
MALE HKIiP
anteed. (Jeorge H. Browne, 110 Soutli
Laborers, native and Second St., Albuquerque, N. M.
wanted
white, and all trudes supplied with
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
help on short notice. Also domestic j"
R. FAKWELL
servants. Abraham's Employment Of"
Civil
Automatic
st.
ItCO, IIS
oom 23. N. T. Armilo hnlldln
tf
'phone 290.
ARCHITECTS.
WANTED.
V
Pl.'Ví'filW
WANTED A good sound driving V. O. WALLINGFORD
horse and harness, will trade for
machine. Willing to pay, or tak 3 Rooms 46 andArchitects.
d7. Barnett Julldlng.
difference. Apply to L. J. Eckberg,
Both 'Ph o n eg.
m27
ai Sinirer office.
UNDERTAKERS,
r,09
Mar- WANTED Seamstress
m27 j. Duauciui
quette avenue.
City
WANTED A girl to assist with Black or white Undertaker.
hearse. $5.00. Com
housework. Apply to Mrs. Samuel7 mercial Club Building.
Auto telephone,
m2
Neustadt, 416 W. Gold.
316; Colorado, red 115. Albuquerque,
WA.NTKD A paper cun have no New Mexico.
those to whom Its
better friends than have
been of real
ad columns
This paper wants your
service.
basis,
on
that
frindahln
Heifer calves, suckling
WANTED.
tf
or weaned. C, care Journal.
i' ti tit tit.
WANTED Clean cotton rags
Morning Journal office.
WANTED To invest $6,000 to
$7,000 In safe 8 per cent security. Must
m26
be snfe. S. Journal.
WANTED -- First class cook andhousekeetier. Annlv Mrs. W. D. ArHirhl Rliahitnri hule! Norh 1 ' h t. If
Laborers, native nnd
WANTED
white, nnd all trades supplied With
help OH short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment ofthe old leaky roof. Get
Automatic
fice, 315 S. First st.
lf
'Phone 230.
new one that will endure
WANTED If you want to buy, sell
L.
F.
with
anything,
talk
exchange
or
tf
McSpadden, 800 South Broadway.
ufiNTKn Kewln hv exnerlenced
109 North Walter. Old
dressmaker.
tf
nhnnp 180.
WANTED To exchange a good
$1.800 business for city property. F.
L. McSpadden, $00 South Broadway.
on your building and you will neve
Laborers, native and
WANTED
white, nnd all trades supplied wltn
care how hard i wins or how bet th'
Also
domestic
help on short notice.
sun shines.
servants, Abraham's Employment OfUBW
Aayoaa emu pat It Jowa.
Automatic
fice. 315 S. First st.
t'tmm Sample on re qua Jt.
tf
'iihone 290.
For ala by
HOItllADAILK
COMPANY
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES DE- -r
Agents. 117 ()oll Avenue
llvered to any oart of the city,
Albuquerque, N. M.
cakes s sneclaltv: satisfaction
guaranteed. S. N. Balling. Pioneer
Bakery. 207 South First street

Irt

Eye. Ear, Nose,

Eno-lnee-

ni iiJujr,

as

nooFtNo

wed-dlno-

market,

2.V If

ALANCE

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN

GLOBE STORE

h

giving
numbers and other facts
Mteakney took down pari of the
Night Watchman Kltts.
for the purpose of confirming
Beaumont, Texas. Mar. 24. I. P.
his Investigation later, and then culled
Overton, aged It, was shot and killed
dp the Santa Fe Office and asked If at
the Beautnonl rfc mill early today
Id"V. O." was fns Vega
was asa. Moid, night watchman. Mold
sured It was and then be told hOW It, by
hgd received part of a message. Th" alleged live, ton threatened and inrailroad operator refused to believe II sulted him.
until Bleakney told him what he had
received In the message Later In Hie
day Bleakney heard I.as Vegas anFINANCE AND COMMERCE
reswer. The letter was considered
markable circumstance.
PpsalWe Explanation.
Wall Street.
"I never heard of messages being reNew York. Mar. 24. There
was
ceived in this manner before, except very slight
Interest
In today's
that tlie apera tor at Sun DlegO caught Stock market. Tradingshown
was
listless and
the Western Union for a few Word, tlie price movement very narrow,
with
the other day. but the two stations no well defined tendency.
there are so close h.'il it is not so re- 'losing
list:
stock
MrkaMe as ibis case." said Bleakney Amalgamated Coppef
1054
"Here our station Is seven blocks from SiiKir
I38V4
I can
telegraph office
the Santa
n onda
204 "j,
explain It only on the theory of In- - An
lift
We had a Home leteh pone Atchison
Auction.
do preferred
ios '
put in recently, anil I figure that out New
Jersey
216
wire runs parallel to the Santa Fc Chesapeake Central
i iblo
58 u
wins somewhere and thus carried the St. Paul
174 Vt,
message to our offlee, where It was Big
Four
iiKi
picked up by the sensitive apparatus
:i:i
of the wireless The Home telephone Colorado & Southern
do
Brst
preferred
70
cutral offices are in the Conservative
do second preferred
fil" 4
Life building, where the Santa Fc of4i
fices are, ami this serves to bear out Frie
.17
my theory. I happened to catch the Manhattan
.Metropolitan
'
right combination with my tuner."
mes-Mig-

Sunday. Mnrrl,

For three weeks past so many
customers of the

THAT CATRON

al?.

CLASSIFIED ADVlaRTlSEMHSITS

IN SANTA FE

OF THE CITY COMMITTEES WILL LEAD

i

MM
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AMERICA'S FINEST PRODUCTIONS

tllBIIY

of Quality

The "Beers

4

Pabst's Blue Ribbon
and Pabst's Export

Novel Project Now in Course

ol Construction.

i

NATURAL DEPRESSION UTILIZED
FOR OUTDOOR

AUDITORIUM

A force of workmen Is now buy
on the south end of the University
campus grading off a natural hollow
300 feet north of the heating plant,
where one of the most remarkable
outdoor theatres in the west will be
constructed. It Is to be a miniature

of the ancient Roman amphitheaters
and with a Uttlo work and small expense President Tight who is engineering the project expects to have a
beautiful outdoor auditorium.
It is to be located In the head of a
small arroyo, the slope of which is
just gentle and gradual enough to
make it an ideal spot for the purpose.
A wooden stage platform will be erected about four feet above the ground,
and rows of wooden benches will exranks back
tend In
about eighty or a hundred feet with
same. The
across
the
the width
grading will be done so as to make
bad
the hollow a perfect
sin with room for seats enough to accommodate fully a thousand people.
Ditches will be constructed back of
the amphitheater so as to drain the
water away from the interior. Immediately at the back will be planted a
7
hedge and a few feet
back of this will be set out a
row of trees, the whole arrangement giving the place seclusion "and
perfect acoustic properties. The theater promises to bo one of the most
unique of Its kind, although there are
quite a number of such open al
speaking places in the colleges of the.
east. Ground was first broken yesterday and the work will go ahead
"
ll
steadily until the
completed. It will be an ideal place
for open air lectures and other meetA few small and for the most part
ings and especially for commencement Informal affairs occurred In the way
exercises, class day ceremonies and of entertainment last week.
Those
such occasions.
who are attending lectures, musicals
and small card clubs have settled
down to a sort of business instead of
THINKS SUNDAY LAW WILL a form of amusement.

Ernest Meyers

semi-circul-

116

ar

EL Co.,

Distributors

Ciar Dealers
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Wholesale Liquor CSL

West Silver Aveirue

bowl-shape-

semi-circul-

ar

semi-circul-

"arbo-theater-

after which the regular routine business of the lodge was
hurried through and the remainder of
the evening given to music, dancing
and the partaking Of refreshments,
ft ft ft
Mr. and Mrs. John Becker, of Belén, left Thursday morning for a two
months' sojourn throughout California.
ft ft ft
Mr. and Mrs. J. I!. Herndon, 111
North Eighth street, entertained a few
friends at dinner Thursday evening,
ft ft
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McMillin are
enjoying a visit from Mr. and Mrs.
Patrick's day. Dinner was served at Cade Selvy. of Los Angeles, Cal.
cards and
ti:3ll o'clock after which
ft
music furnished the evening's enterMrs. Alfred Grunsfeld. of loir, West
Mr
were:
present
tainment. Those
Railroad avenue, was a bridge bos'
and Mrs. I. Cox, Mr. and Mrs. D. K. ess on Thursday evening.
T.
Mr.
Nash,
Mrs.
Mr.
and
B. Sellers,
ft
Mrs. F. R. Brown, of West Coal avand Mrs. C. A. Hudson, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Filmore, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. enue, left Thursday for a few weeks
Harsch, Mrs. Henner, Mr. McCuskcr. visit in OaiusvMle, Texas.
Miss Florence Leldlgh, of Spears-vlllCarl Oilman.
ft ft ft
Kan., and Miss Anna Ford, of Mr. Seymour, Master
Mrs. Forbes, of Kent avenue. Is stiM
London, Eng., spent the past week in
gave
Guild
confined In St. Joseph's sanitarium,
The ladles of St. John's
the city. The young ladies are tour a tea at the residence of Mrs. S. E.
ft ft ft
ing the west on the way to tne coasi Newcomer, IMifi North Walter street
The Woman's club will give, an Into
all
visits
and are mnklng brief
yesterday afternoon, 'rne proceeus go vitation muslcale in the club rooms
places of Interest as they travel.
Friday afternoon, the 30th. at 2:30 o'to charity.
clock.
Each club member has the
a
teacher
Hartman,
of
Margaret
Miss
privilege of Inviting two guests. SORM
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hcmellus,
her
tendered
school,
arhas
among
new
111.,
Central
the
at
are
Belleville,
of the best talent In the city have
resignation to the board of education rivals In this city who expect to make offered their services, among than
Miss Hart-ma- n Albuuueniuu their home In the fu two pupils of Professor Kicks, muí an
to take immediate effect.
will remain in this city until tho ture.
excellent program will be rendered.
ttrst of May and then leave for New
The muslcale will he given under the
York city.
Mrs. J. H. Oliphant accompanied by direction of the music committee.
er daughter and sister, Mrs. A. W.
The ladies of the Preshyti
man. have returned from a week B
The officers and executive commitchurch held l charitv bazaar and visit with friends In El Paso.
tee of the Ladles' Aid society of the
woman
gave one of
luncheon Thursday it the
ft
Congregational church
Exchange building 1'he luncheon
Mrs. J. Hannert. 519 North Second the most attractive musicals of the
quilt
realized
ladles
excellent and the
street, entertained Tuesday at lunch- season Friday evening in the chun '.i
a ncut sum.
eon In honor of Mrs. Taylor, of Santa parlrs. The rooms were prettily decFe and Mrs. Berger. of Uelen.
orated In red and green. A splcnd!
program was carried out. which was
Miss f'orriue Hice, who bus been
ft
partners
resident of this citv for the past fi1
Mrs. F. B. Luchsinger left Tuesday followed by re freshments,
years, left Saturday for a two montl
to visit friends in Denver from whence being selected by conundrum cards.
ft
stav In El Paso, and from there si
she will proceed to Monroe, Wis., to
will return to Ohio, to make her
spend the coming summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron If. Ives entermanent home.
ft ft ft
tained the pastor and official board
Mrs. W. H. Greer, who has baei and their wives of the Methodist EpisMrs. Ed. Otar, of the Casa Pe Oro visiting
her father In Bakerslleld. copal church. Tuesday evening. !i
Is entertaining as her guest Miss Ir
California, the past two months, will their spacious lieu residence on South
ene WHKlns, or mi. i,ouis, mil miss return home in a few days.
Fourth street. The entire home wis
ft
Wilklns and Mrs. Otero were classbeautifully decorated in daffodils and
Marrón, of tUllpa, A most pleasant evening was
Mr. and Mrs. O. N.
mates at school.
Keleher avenue, are enjoying a visit followed bv toothsome refreshments.
Mrs. Frank Dow, who has been the from Mr. Marion's brother, Mr. Peter
ft
guest of her
and daughter, Matron, of Buffalo. N. Y.
Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Wroth enterMr. and Mrs. W. S. liowen. III South
ft ft ft
the Ten Dons at ti o'clock
Tho ladles of the Methodist church tained Wednesday
Third street the past month, has re
evening. A notable
turned to her home In Superior, Wis. gave a vcrv enjoyable tea, Friday ev- dinner
and one that created much
ening at tho home of Mrs. Emmons feature
amusement was the serving of an old
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Illff, of Denver, on bouth Walter street.
fashioned farm dinner. Mr. E. B.
Colo., spent Tuesday and Wednesday
ft ft I
In this city. They have gone to CaliMrs. Felix Lester, of West Railroad Crlsty read a pajier on "Optimism.''
fornia for a ten days' tour and will avenue, entertained a few little folks which was followed by a general
return to Denver by a northern route. Friday afternoon In honor of
ft ft
young daughter, Lorna.
Guild hall was the scene of a very
Mrs. E. It. Neldlg, of Los Angeles,
ft ft ft
pretty party Friday evening, given y
supreme vico president of tho FraterMrs. J. H. Wroth will leave Wednal Brotherhood, spent a few days of nesday for Berkeley, California, to be Mis L. Hummell. to her numerous
furnished the enjoylast week In thlR city in the Interests present at tho graduation of her son, boarders. Cards
ment for the evening. The guests adof that organization,
James.
journed after voting Mrs. Hummell
ft ft ft
J. Fred Fleischer, of San Francisco,
The local lodge of the Fraternal and daughter. Mrs. Lewis, most de- spent Friday and Saturday In Albu- Brotherhood held a meeting Tuesday lightful hostesses.
ft ft
querque.
evening In their lodge rooms, at which
A bridge party was given on Wedtime Mrs. E. R. Neidig. supreme vie
n
by Miss Estello
evening
gave
a
ll
nesday
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Oilman
president of the order delivered a bi
to a few of the young people
very unique dinner party at their llant address. During the evening
home, 508 South Third street, on St. seventeen new members were Initiated at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Into this order

t

e.

BE

AN

INJURY TO
MINING

t
I

(Lordsburg Liberal.)
The grand jury adjourned Saturday,
and before It adjourned brought in a
large batch of Indictments for violation of the Sunday law. Sheriff Farns-wort- h
telegraphed Monday to Deputy
MoGrath to Invite all the saloon men
and barbers In town and one mining
man to appear before the court tomorrow and they start today. The
Liberal has no criticism to make regarding the enforcement of the Sunday law as regards saloons, barber
shops and other business houses, but
If the court Is going to put a stop to
nil mining work on Sunday it will
practically ruin the mining business
Much of the work
of the territory.
In that business is necessarily continuous, and cannot be stopped without
causing great losses. There are properties that would practically be ruined if pumping had to be stopped for
twenty-fou- r
hours once a week, and if
the smelter at Sliver City has to shut
down Saturday night It will be safe
to say It will not start up on Monday
morning. A witness beforo the grand
Jury named W. F. Mills, refused to
was
and
answer some questions,
brought before the court for contempt. The judge ordered him to answer the questions, which he finally
did. One of the questions was whether he had told the district attorney
that Charles Parker had offered him
one hundred dollars and other valuable considerations If he would kill
Victor Culberson, from which It would
appear that efforts were being made
to get rid of Mr. Culberson. The court
issued a mandamus requiring Probate
Clerk Walton to Issue a saloon license
to Robert Steele at Santa ltlta. The
lust legislature passed a law prohibiting the issue of a saloon license within five miles of a United States sanion
tarium. The question turned Baywhether the sanitarium at Fort
ard covered the same ground as the
military reservation. The court held
that It did not, and so ordered that
tho license Issue.
Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch.
Ring Worm, Herpes, uaraesr
Itch.
All these disease are attended by
intense itching, which Is almost instantly relieved by applying Chamberlain's Salve, and by its continued use
a permanent cure may be effected.
It has, in fact, cured many cases that
Price
had resisted other treatment.
For sale by all
25 cents per box.
druggists.
Attend the big Muslin Underwear
sale at the Economist.
The very best of Kansas Citv wef
and mutton at Emit Kleinwort's. 112
North Third street.
Free dance and band concert at
Traction Park tills afternoon. Don't
fall to go.
Before you buy a piano, see Learn-or- d
Iilndemann about It.
Short Gnts
In the retail business aro made by the
us of the 8TATKMENT LEDGER
Any one can understand It.
SYSTEM.
Equally aa useful to the small merchant as the larger one. Made In all
sizes and styles by
H. 8. Llthgnw & Co.
Journal Building.
Bookbinders.

v

Take the car and go to Old Town
this aftemOOR. Everything free.
Just Phono Us
And we will call and get those mag- azlnes you have been thinking of hav
Do it now. Automatic
ing bound.
phone 128.
Co.
If. S. Llthgnw
Journal Building.
Bookbinders,

1

'

son-in-la- w

i(
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Lew-luso-

119

West Gold Ave.

Mrs. S. Lewinson, 623 West Copper 6:45 p. in., lead by Miss Fern Ridley.
ave. The affair was followed by an A special Invitation Is extended to all
who can to be present at both serinformal supper
ft ft
vices. Strangers welcome.
Christian Church Northeast . one
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan McGlllivray.
Sunday school
of Estancia, were visiting friends here Gold and Broadway.
at 10 a. m. Preaching at ll a m. and
the past few days.
T:80 li. m., by the minister, Ernest E.
ft
Christian Endeavor at
The W. C. T. U. held a most enjoy- Crawford.
able meeting yesterday afternoon at 6:45 p, m.
Rio Grande Presbytery-- The Pi
the home of Mrs. I'itt Ross. West
Railroad avenue. The first part of the bytery of the Rio Grande dlstiiert will
afternoon was given to a business meet In this city Tuesday, staruh '7.
meeting, which showed the organiza- at 0:311 o'clock a. m. Sessions will be-'
Protion to be In a most prosperous con- held In tln Lutheran church.
Fifty-liv- e
members were gram will be published later.
dition.

coinés

--

ASK FOR BIDS ON
DYKF3 AND BRIDGES

--

hOWn and the treasurer reported the
financial condition of the union to be
g
good. The organization has been
good work for the past year and
A reis in a nourishing condition.
sume of the year's work of the various departments was read by Mrs.
Mary .1. Borden, which took In a brief
sketch of the work all over tho territory. An Instrumental duet by Mrs.
Drury and Mrs. Cussldy followed, and
Hie program ended with a delightful
recitation by Miss Beatrice Sleight
ami a vocal duet in Spanish by Miss
.Slcirht and Mrs. Urury. Dainty refreshments were served by the hostess
before the meeting adjourned,
ft ft ft
The Ladles' Aid Society of the Congregational Church gave a most
entertainment In tho lecture
room of the church Tuesday night, at
was
which the following program
given:
ivirs. Lester
Piano Solo
Mrs. Washburn
Vocal Solo
Violin oblígalo by Miss Josle Harris.
Mrs. Heaid
Recitation

si. John's Episcopal Church Corner of Third street and Sliver avenue. Holy communion at 7:30 a. m.
ol County
Sunday school at in a. m. Morning Important Meeting
prayer and sermon at 11 a. m. livening prayer and sermon at 7:30 p. m.
H
All seals free. A. G. Harrison, rector.
Boo
Yesterday.
Congregational Church Oil Broadway, at the end of the viaduct. Rev.
j. w. Barron, pastor. Morning service at ll o'clock, with sermon by
WILL GET READY AT ONCE
on the topic, "God Our Dwelling PlaCS." Anthem by the choir,
sumía v
"Nearer My God to Thee.
FOR THE SPRING FRESHETS
will' meet at 9:45 a. m.. to
sehO
I

Y. P. S. C S
which all arc Invited.
at 6:30 p. ni. Evening service at 7:30.
The pastor will speak on the topi".
Waiting for Death to Find How to
The new pipe organ is now
Live."
being built, or Hi Up In the church,
and will be dedicated April 8th, When
Dr. Warren F. Day. of Los Angeles,
and Dr. Charles Small, of Cleveland,
OhlO Will have charge of the serv
SerChurch
Presbyterian
First
vices in KIWs' opera house. Sunday
school at 0:45 a. m. Public worship at
by
Miss OampIieM 11 a. m and 7:.". H. p. m.. conducted
Vocal Solo
DuBose. Junior
Quartette "Where the Lilias Bloom" Rev. Warner
3
p.
m. Christian
Christian endeavor
By tho Church Choir.
Bndeavor at 1:41 p. m. Everyone Oor
Dainty refreshments were served.
services of
the
to
attend
dlally Invited
'

--

Ulbere to Worship today

Hie

church.

CALENDARS
CALENDARS!
Don't buy your calendars until you
have seen tin- Morning Journal's line.
will call on you In a few
A sali small
days.
1

First Methodist Episcopal, Rev. i
Rollins,
pastor. Sunday
D. D
school at 0:45. Morning worship, 11
a. m., with sermon by the pastor.
Subject, "The Waning Glory and FadRemember a plano should last n
ing Flower." Junior League at 3 o'- lifetime, That is one reason why it
6:10,
League
at
clock and Epworth
pays to Investigate and examine our
Leader, Mrs. 11. n Hammond. Bv- - large
varied assort men) of high
enl'ig service. 7:30. The pastor will grade ami
We are always iad to
pianos.
preach; theme. "An I'ndeslruble Citi- show our stock, even If you arc not
zen." Special music at both services. ready to buy.
iMUmMIÚ A IJ- C.

are

Strangers

cordially Invited.

A

welcome for all. The church Is located on tin- corner of Lead avenue and
-

South Third street.
Baptist ChUrOll Sunday school at
9:50 a. m. Preaching by Pastor Mc
Neil at 11 a. m.. and 7:10 p. m. Special music by choir. Mr. Tolan will
play violin solo, in the evening Mrs.
oibbs will sing "Like as a Father Pit- ieth His Children. " Young Peoples
meeting at 6:30 p. m.
Highland Methodist ChOTCh J. M
Sollle, pastor. Preaching at 11 a. m.,
to the children. Subject, "Jesus As a
have
children will
Child." The
at
charge of the music. Preaching
7:45 p. m. Subject. "Be Careful For
Nothing." Sunday school at 9:45 a.
m. Junior League at 3 p. m. Mrs.
Bixler, president Senior League at

deinnnn,

Yo win Ik- satisfied if yon bay a
piano from l.earnaril A Llndcinann.
I hat Is wortli something.
-

A. 13. Walker has removed his Insurance offices to 217 West Railroad
avenue, up stairs, over the Chinese
restaurant; the offices of the Mutual
llulldlng and Loan assoc iation that
Mr. Walker represents being moved to
that office also, where patrons of the
last named company can pay their

At u meeting of the board of county
commissioners
yesterday
held
morning In the omrl Ionise, the board
d
ordered advert Is co ols for bids
at once f,n :, essary repairs to
the dykes norUi Of the city and oil
the west side of the river, and also
bids for repairs to the bridges at
and Han las. both of which mus,
be repaired before they can be used
during the spring rise In the Rio
Uraudo.
.1
County Surveyor i
Rankin has
looked carefully over the dykes and
bridges and has submitted his estimates of the wmk necessary to be
done for the safety of both and tho
probable cost of the work.
Only small repairs are necessary lb
tho dyke north of tin city. They
arc foiuul In fairly good condition and
with a few repairs and the strengthening and protecting of the weak:
spots win withstand any rise that may
come. In the riotous old stream.
On the west side of tho river the
proposition Is more serious. There tho
dykes were hurriedly built last year
by the farmers of the precinct and
they Sere not done In a way to lusurn
a life of more than one season. Thes!
dykes will have to be practically rebuilt iiccoi ding to the statements made
to the commissioners yesterday and
the expense will he considerable.
The bridges also are serious propositions. The Corralles bridge will
have to lie practically rebuilt ami extensive repairs will be made on the
itaieias bridge,
The work should be completed Within three or four weeks and when t Is
done the valley should be ready for
anything the Rio Grande may determine in its erratic nature to do.
sub-mille-

.

Cor-rall-

i

THERE are poonle reading our For
Rent column today who would m;ik"
for that vacant homo
desirable
Our easy pa.Miient plan places a pi- of yours. tsnants
There will be tomorrow
ano within your reach. May we not too; ami there Is time enough for von
teii ou about ic Leamard a
to net vour ad in that column tomorthe Square Huale Dealers. row. It should have been In todav.

dues.

n,

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122 So.

Second St.

nd Boys

Outfitters for Men

fflE BEG to announce to our customers and the public in general that our new
O

OPnng

over $3.50

,J

ityuu ...ill
iuiw
wui íi4
in ii mmM
iiaa arnvcu
Shoe, the well known

.
f
f CI
SlOCK Ol Onocs

1

J.

T

-

U

llr
JL.4.4 W
wi
cticuiattu
at $5.00, $5.50 and

Stetson Shoe
Shoes at $5.50. Tans will

. M.
$6.00, and the old reliable
season. We have them in oxfords or high cuts at $3.50 to $5.00.

Call and see the Largest and

"Best StocK. in

--V

be worn this
&

ac

&

the Territory
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Jot H If, I Till: LEADING RErt BDH AS PAPER
PRINCIPLES Of THE HEPVL- M'I'POItTING
THE TIM AMI THK MKrilOBN OF THK REPVB
LICAN PARTY WHEN THEY AUK RIGHT.
THK MOUNING

XF.W Ml XUX
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I.ICAN PARTY
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larger circulation than
eNf

In New Mexico fcaned

iiny otlier piiier ill New Mexico.
ihi In the year.

"The Morning .lounuil luis

i

la

accorded
The

New Mexico."

Dally, by mail, one year in advance
Pally, by carrier, one month
Dally, by mail, one month
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NEW MEXICi

at real

estate
rates
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Car of Them!

A Solid

Changes of revolutionary signifi-cane- a
are being made in the condl-- 1
tlon of life In New York. Skyscrap-a- n
.
telephone
are filling the narrow confines of moneynew
on good
to
loan
security
Manhattan island skyscraper offices,
low
op interest.
skyscraper apartment Iioubcs, skyscra- RENT.
FOR
per colleges,
skyscraper ... churches.
House on S. Arno st.. and furniture
; .
i
..i
in i... it.. tiini
s"" mc
ccci
ui mvp
iiiu
for sale.
demand for
with an overwhelming
house. East St.. 112.00.
numberless train to take the human 1 room furnished, 315 N. Arno, 18.00.
lodging house,
45.00.
workers to their homes In the su- 1
brick houae, 311 S. Arno, $12.
burbs in Uctttatngttka time.
brick house with bath. Baca
To handle the local traffic from
WE HAVE JEST PICKED VP
av.. . 2r,.oo.
points near the city transportation
...
X,
l
-- .
1.J
FORTY SNAPS IN
ABOUT
lines are constantly multiplying their ''HM
I.i ITS, WHICH WE CAN SHU,
facilities by additional trackage, new 6.room frame house, 8. Third St.. $30.
4.KSS
MONEY
TOD
POR
tunnels.
stations and under-rlve- r
brick, with bath. $22.50.
The New York Central's huge new '
THAN YOU CAN EVER BUY
FOR BALK.
Biatlon is rendered necessary mainly Four nrrcñ of land in the city limits,
LOTS FOR AGAIN IN THC
by the crowding thousands who must
with good house and stable, fruit
SAME LOCALITY.
trees, etc., In a flue location,
be brought to and carried away frora
EASY TERMS.
house on West Coal av.: up
the city morning and evening. The
date. 3i?,0;
Pennsylvania's station the foundation!.
...... v, t ,Lot on West Gold av.. near Sixth St.
-- i
r
ni.
'
"Ü
Corner Iron av. and Edith st t
a whirlwind through
the densely built
house: modern: lot 75x142 feet: fine
PORTERFIELD CO.
up section of the west side, will procement sidewalks; Rood stable. This
army
property will be sold cheap If taken
vide for only a tithe of the
that
at once.
110 W. Gold Ave.
Invades the New York shore from
1,.
of
Tu,!
Jersey every morning to swarm back HHtlO IVl
Ii'.. iiIII.
Uli Tlla.nli
Notary Public
to Loan
i .I'I . ll. ft II .11.,
Monev
1.
n.
ICIUC1 ill
UÍ1IKÜ1II.
again at night.
Seven-rooon
a corner
frame house
When transportation plans now unin Hlghlunds. with bath.
Lot 50x
der way are carried out, a map of
142; in a fine location, $1,700
Manhattan Island will look like a cen- - .House and lot on South
st., be
tipede, from every side of which will
tween Lead and fVal .wenues, at Ia
bargain.
stream the Hues indicating tunnels,
huse, two blocks from post- ferries and bridges, to Jersey, to
FIRE INSURANCE
offlcs, with two lots. House well
Brooklyn, to Long Island City, and
additional lines of rails to the northfurnished. This property Is In onf Secretary Mutual Building Association
ward, spreading
fanlike
from the
of the best locations In this city,
Hudson to the Connecticut line and
and is for sale at $5,500.
217 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
beyond,
Automatic 'Phone 721.
house, North Fourth street,!
The steam railways, rapidly as they
with 3 lotr, 75 xli2 feet, near In.
Increase their facilities, cannot keep
Price, $3,600.
up with the suburban traffic. This has
Lots on North Fourth street
shown the opportunity for the highspeed electric railway. From the ter.-- Brick house and lot on West Coat'
ave.; 5 rooms,
minus f the subway at One Hundred
$8,000.
FIHE INSURANCE
a new Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on'
street
.and Seventy-sevent- h
READ ESTATE
inad. the New York. Westchester and
North Second street,
LOANS
Boston. Is being built to consist of
price, $2,650.
Automatic Phone 461
hl of wa'
fou,r "?.uks livpr liriral1'
new,
modbrick
house,
nearly
no grade crossings,
nnd
ern Improvements, at $3,160, on ROOM 10. N. T. ARMJJO BUILDING
This I hie will mark an epoch In
4 th street.
North
It will be.
suburban transportaloll.
house. Coal avenue. $2.700.
of us perfect construction as modern
brl. k house, Tijeras avenue;
& MYER
engineering can make It. I'etierating
modern, flne location; $3,300.
the heart of beautiful Westchester
house, furnish"!,
good locar,
county, the road will run to
tion, $1150.00.
Dealers in Real
on the New
frame In etia f the boot
boundary line, and to White Plains,
s
on
burlocations
at
Broidwar
123 South Third Street
on in- - iii.uniiis oi me iic iKsnnes. ins
Kain: modern
line is being built for electric- express j
house,
South Edith
traffic at a mile a minute: locals will
rfreet; flne location; $1 500.
house on North Second street. WE HAVE FOR SALE
Vr'whi't'h.
'n ood palr; $1,650.
miles, but its roadbed
only thirty-sian- the same- or bep. r i nree nuTccirea ana twenty acre rancn
cod
hay alfalfa, grafted frulf trecs A few small ranches, ranging from
than the steam railroads maintain.
'
. v'
tliree to ten acres each; nil under
v,
With suc h roads as this the cltv can a.."l
work- ditch and under Moil state of cultihc emiitied
t ti 7r,rt
ol its
oca
nmfortably and quic kly. The old- vation.
brick house. 8. Third st..
$3.000: reasonable terms- trolley in suburban
style, one-ca- r
Also, desirable lots In the different adIHISINIiSS 4'IIANCKS.
d
traffic is trying way to the
ranches near the city for sale1 ditions to Ittc clly.
electric- train.
If the city of the fu- Good
at reasonable prices,
several small cottages, well
ture is to be only a workshop, the Fire
Insurance. House
for Rent. Wein,have sale on reasonable terms.
for
i. w Westc hester road shows how the
Rem- - Collected. Taxes Paid, and
workers will get to and from their laentire diarce take n of irroncrtr for
residents in. d
bors. This is the type of railway that
Black 144
Colo.
overpopuwill solve the problem of
H.
DUNBAR
&
CO
lation in cities.
Corner Oold Avenue and Third Street.
j

8.
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REAL ESTATE

City Editor.

Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the postofflce at Albuquerque, N. at,
under act of congress of March 3. 1ST.
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DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING COMPANY
A. MACPHKRSON. President.
H. B. HENINQ.

Sunday, March

1

We respectfully

Invite the

at-

tention of the public to our line of
magnificent Brass Beds, which wa
have just received, along with a large
number of various patterns of Iron
Beds. We can save you money.

J. D. EMMONS
Cor. Coal and 2nd St.
Colo. 'Phone, Red 177

Wholesale

West End Viaduct
Auto. 'Plion 474

Retail

&

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

'
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For the City9 Good

S'nd

f
III vote at (lie coming
ity election upon a Minpl"
VKCiAS people
ticket, the democrats and republicans having arranged a compromise
ticket, composed of strong men froir.
whereby a Blngle
both parties will be run. of this action the Las Vegas optic has Uta
following:
"The people of La Vegas have decided for the best interests of
the city in the matter of a single election ticket."
Urief as it Is the comment of the Optic is quite sufficient; It expresses
, . ,
,
,
. i
i
i. i
the WOvM mailer.
lllurMH oi cue
im pevpici mi e ukiboi iui me
city. If it be that the men who are nominated for the official positions In
and even In larger cities are honest
cities like Las Vegas and Albuquc ruu
and able and energetic; if it be that these men are ready to do the best tHey
hcMl for I I Intiur.-Hti- i
of the ltv thi-- reoresent w hat linea It matter if Ihev ora
of any other polUlcal
republli.uis or democrats, or populists or
party under the sun. so long as they an be counted on for proper management of the city's business?
What Las Vegas wants is results for the city, not political results.
What the overwhelming nJarJly of the people of Albuiuei que want is
results for the clly, not politics. We get enough politics in the course oí
each two years In the county and Die territory without mixing the mess
of partisan politics with our city affairs.
of this city is for the two partic
The right course for the best
tci get together, agree upon unit nominate a ticket of strong, represi iilali'.
and honest men. whose names ate- beyond question and quietly elect them.
The present city government hs bi n a ombinalioti of democrats unci
republicans, a democratic mayor and a republic an ounc 11. lint politics boj
no part in the ac ts of tie- pTMMBl oMy government, and IU
played abstduti-lacta have been satisfactory to the people and for the good of the city.
d w ithout a
In Ln Vegas the entire ity sc h ol board will be
It is the proper course, provided the management of the sc hools
cpucstlon.
has been honest and capable, as it has been here. The Idea of Injectilig
politics Into the election of a board of sc hool trustees can only come from
the man who has political ambitions of his own, and the man with political
ambitions in general is not a pood sort of a man to Imve on a school board.
If the two partie s can agree upon
ticket of honest, fearloois, able men
they should do so. They will be taking the light course for the best Interests
of Albuquerque.
non-partis-

o--
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InP-iest-
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A Misapprehension
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-
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righteoii'-Indignation-

e

Let the Easier Hat Alone
ee

'l

LTHOI till
umi days until Kaeter the tiiiiiual crop of (okM
lid - a pp-- a ring, and (h crop promise to
mien! lbm
i.ugc Lots season Uhm evei before. The Beater hat joke i sorrow ful.
c
than
It should have been
iizci long ago, Hut more dilieartc-ninthe Laalcr hat Jok- - is tie auncj il KMp "r Kaster hat aermons preached b
certain writers who bold that the bead of woman is not made for udtu niueiii
and that she should hie herself to tin- Kaster Morning Service wHh her head
Thesi
titers, conscientiously enough pcrhcape
done up In pok- bonnet
attempt to show that the dlspla) of Baster millinery takes the mind of woman
from the thoughtful sod reverent consideration of the true meaning of th
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THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY
Blue Front.

117 West

IM)

Railroad Avenue.

Both Phones

Estate

Port-Cheste-

Six-roo-

YOl WANT

A SMALL

FARM?

We have one, close In, location the
best, 10 minutes' walk from the street
car, on the main aceillia, no better
soil to be had in any part qf the valley. Part in fruit, balance In alfalfa
Owner Is leaving and It must be sold.
Terms can he arranged If desired.

WOOTTON

!

lots well

u.i rd

-c-

located

fliPOO.Oe

in

the

Fourth

for the bunch.

x

W. P. iVlIBTCALF

Six-roo- m

"Votary Public, Insurance, Uouds,

Money to Loan.

321 Gold Avenue

high-spee-

Phone.

s.

I

ISFULL OF ODD ANDCURIOUS
THE WORLD
so there may still be those who have

not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

ketontabiM.

A Chicago business man who last
year made a trip to the Philippines
brought bin k w ith him a Filipino
youth, whose mental alertness had
made unite an Impression upon him,
The Oriental was established in the
l. meagej
mans conc-- as u c.u-- ft, icitcc
he did very well, notwithstanding the
fact that he was a trille shaky as to
his English.
One day the- Chicagoaii handed the
Filipino u bill for some goods purchased by a customer a long time pre
viously. "As this gentleman seems to
c
have no Intention of settling this
ount." said the business man, "I
want you to typewrite a letter to him,
stating that an Immediate adjustment
of the Indebtedness will be expected."
In a few moments the Filipino laid
before his employer the following effort:
"My Dear Sir This is to advise you
that if you do not Instanter send us
the money you owe us, we shall be
compelled to take measures that will
'cause you the utmost astonishment."
Harper's Weekly.

l N.

Investigate
m

AND METHODS
DOING

a--

Dure,

asi

Ki-- l

OF

Office: 208'í W. Gold Avenue
Auto. Phone 335
-

OF GOODS

THE

SKKVK THK
CLASS (IF PATRON'S
WK HVK
,
NOTICE HOW
PROMPTLY WK
DKLIVKK GOODS

SECURITY

t

An Iconoclast.
"Do you mean to say," exclaimed
the :inl.nl niitriot "that you question
of (ieorje
the absolute frankness

NEW MEXICO

t

E,

9

Tü Brunswick

Crouui
Studio

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX
Is

a

necessity and (lie tost

Is

small. We have tlieiu.

Putney

of your Plumbing should always bo
given to find flaws in your pipes that

breed dangerous diseases from sewer
Defective Plumbing
dangerous as In warm weather, and
you
when
do your Spring house-clea- n
in? let us examine mid put In order
your Plumbing, or put in a new bath
tub or kitchen sink. Our charges are
moderate our work Is first class.
We also curry the best line of Harden Hose to be found In the city.

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN
lor

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

BILLIARD

gas. etc.
so

--

Wtps

Mitchell

M.

STANDARD PH MI5ING AND
HEATING COMPANY.
Auto. 'Phone 671
Ball, ".ea US I
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerque

Albuquerque
Plan ink Mill

PARLORS

The finest place In the city to
spend your Idle hours.

All kinds of mill work a
specialty. The right place
for good work at low price

To-

bacco always M hand.

É

A.

J.

A uto piiouc

LOVE, Prop.
403

4GÍ1

S. First St.

Gussaroff
Proprietor.

STAR FURNITURE GÜ.

214 Gold Aye nue

Economy Wty

California
V

You do not sacrifice comfort for
economy when you go in a
Santa Fe Tourist Pullman.

THOS. F. KELEHER
Harness, Saddles, Lap Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc.

Paints, Oils and Vanishes
Washington V
"Well" ntiauered the eUfcMB who Ih
I
Palmetto Roof Paint Lasts rVo Years
SENATOR ELK INS haa told his story once again on how he defeated always envolved In controversy.
go nny further than to say that
and Etops Leaks.
statehood for New Mexico by shaking hands with Burrows. Even with this won't
anv man who allows It to be under
story against him nenaXor Elklns could make himself solid with New Mexico stood that he is Incapable of telling i
MM ma tor Hides ami
lie makes It evident then and Micro,
for good and all by kicking Burrows and his Mormon Peril talk out of the that
he Is delicien t in condor."
MS
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
chamber.
senate
Washington star.

First National Bank

SPRING INSPECTION

Established 1878

tful

POOL

'arm

ii

L.

11

A Life Kliiily.
hi Santa Fe ileclaros with
THE Alman.ii of th- L.H'
from your
Tens Belle graduated
emphasis that It does not fear Indic tment for llbtL The confldence of the"
Cooking school last year, didn't she?
Is
of
apparent
probably
danger
the
is
well
no
Almanac
founded. There
Jess Tes. but she's going to take
course this spring.
a
Almanac printing lb" news about any off Ico holder.
Tens Coliia back to school, eh?
10 marry n J
Jess No. she's . going
. .
tlck'-1. a
WITH the Hon. Thomas K. C.nroii ,11 ihi- ho.id of
riinnuei-phlpoor young man at r.asier. m.ii.
I'ress.
the the republicans of Hanta Fe will have a rather busy week of It.

tee.ee

1',,

s
FTJRN-TUB-

Children's Photos a Specialty
Auto Phone 320

Frops. Alvarado Pharmacy
First St. and Gold Ave.
Roth I'hoins.

M.

ALU L'QUFI IQI

block
offices: Grant
both phones

& Company

."

COMPAQ.

WAREHOUSE

FiltST STItFET,

te

Briggs

of Cigars anil

j. e. BALDRiDGE

406 HOUTJ1

TKUNKS, VEHICLES.
MACHINERY and any
rtlclo. luriic or small, for any lenath
f time, in tlielr new and
at reasonnhic
toragc warehouse,
utcs. .Money Loaned on poods stored.

COMPARISON

lira nil

LrZ

Vlll safely keep your IMANO.

WE INVITE

Lest

A

STORAGE!

STORAGE!

K

U

&

--

ff

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

mmmmmmm

WE HANDLE

B. H.

Bald ridge s is the Place

Dealers

A

Til

e

ESTATE

REAL

BUSINESS

CLASS

Lost.
A senator of the (JtUtOd States from
the west, wim iiist came into prominence as a lawyer in California, tells-tory of the iluys when he was
at the bar.
.stniKKlliiK for reCQg&itiOn
"My first case." says he, "was one
Involving a complicated question of

Inheritance, and It was tried before
the mccsi Doted jurist in California.
"Notwithstanding the complex questions of law involved, I determined to
il the bottom of things. If it took
I year to do 80. I consulted every
authority I could get niy hands 011.
and as a result of my Industry, I
turned out a brief that seemed to me
an unanswerable one. It certainly
one a point
was a comprehensive
which gave me considerable uneasiness, fur I fe ared that It might prove
too abstruse for the court.
arose and
"When my turn came
boldly plungccl into my argument,
which covered two or three hundred
pages. To my delight Ihe judge seem
ed really Interested at llrst Hut this
In
while
Joy was to be short-liveI was conscious that Ihe attention oi
An hour
the- court was not so Intense.
or two later I observed signs of positive inattention, and this, too, in the
midst of the- most Intricate pari of my
pica. .lust as 1 hud expected! The
COUH was unable to perceive the fine
points of mv argument.
"At this Juncture I hesitated nnd
said: 'I beg pardon, your honor, but
do you follow me''
'So far 1 have followed you.' responded his honor, but I'll be frank
enough to sav ihnt If I could And my"
way luck. I'd gladly quit right here."
Harper's .Weekly.

c

I
I

i; MANNER

I Co. I

Pc3lcK

kf-e-

IT has been suggested that the coal minors wait until ihey see how the
French miners settle their strike before walking out on this side. This
arrangement would be very satisfactory u the operators.

25c a dozen

Rankin & 2o.

I

glad day. The theory Isn't sound.
Easter Is the most beautiful of religious festivals, both In the grant truth
nndelylng it and in Its outward manifestation.
It Is the day of beautiful
Not Immune.
thoughts.
Flower belong to the Kaster festival.
Faster is the day :
"Youse'll full afoul of dc law 1Í,
beautiful things. Then why should woman not be at her best at Kaster youse don't watch out."
nothln' Ug Ac
"Aw. I don't
and who can deny but that woman Is at her best In a becoming Easter hat '' law."
or her own bank account
80 that the hit Is becoming and her husband
"Youi.1 had better keer snmethin'
fer de Mr. Youse ain't no trust mag-natecan stand It. what sound objection
tbere to the Easter hat'.'
I'lttsburg Post.
It la probably true that tie- average woman who Ande H ncceaaary to go
TI10 Authority.
to the Easter Morning (Service in a last winter bonnet lias her mind drawn
"Man Is the noblest work of Ood."
more from the true meaning of the day than If she Is becomingly bedecked
"H'm! Who s'avs so?"
Woman's
"Why, man. of course."
in a Paris model.
Home Companion.

n

cakes for 5c

m

-

HE Albuquerque Morning Journal appears to resent the action of
Secretary J. W. Reynolds In bringing suit for libel ugainst that
paper. Las Vegas uptic.
We would venturo to suggest that the Optic is laboring gndr
misapprehension.
If we have appeared to (event the suit for "criminal libel"
Mr. Itaynolds has
we can only say that appc ,u ai es hive been deceitful.
a
Morning
the
to
bring
libel
against
right
Journal us
atit
aa
much
just
well, let us say as Colonel Mann had to bring a libel suit against Collier's
Weekly.
Again, the Optic si 'ins to be- la boring under a misapprehension for It
says distinctly that fall iatl J. v Reynolds brought this interesting, ami
as It may be, exciting action for Libel against tin- Morning Journal when
been led to believe that tin- Sue ft county grand Jury by Its
and the district attorney, did it all alone. However, as to thi i
latter we are willing to agree that tic Optic may have u little inside Information.
For the Information of the up n wc want to say that we have no
resentment wliatever In connection v it ii this action for libel, even If It was
brought by Mr. Raynolds. It isn't rccontmunt at all. Mr. Itaynolds has been
accustomed for so long to administer the gag to the i pu, and the Hanta he
New Mexican that he has probably forgotten ihat there are newspapers whic h
decline to be gagged.
If Mr. Itaynolds didn't know any better, how could we harbor resentment ?
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A. E. WALKER
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AS

FINE TOILET SOAPS

J

OFFICE
i

LI

I

t.

$25.00 for a Colonist

ft

DESKS

All the Way

AND CHAIRS
Ask S. F. Agent at

All Kinds HOUSE

FURNISHINGS

Stoves and Ranges

Albuquerque for
tourist sleeper booklet

to California.

ticket, Albuquerque
15 to April 7.

Daily, Feb.

Sligut extra charge for berth
chair car free. '
Dustless roadbed
Mr

HitaaaBflsL

Seat in

Harvey meals.
chow.'v .irt

1

Sunday, March 25,

THE ALBUQyERQUE

IBOfl.

60VERD0R PUTS

t CLEW

STOP

FUI

1

tzhe Future

RUMORS

Located on the
Declares

His

for

Regard

The new City oí Belén

HIS DEEP

FOR THE

Cut-o-

The He ten
t
t' ONE

r

C3L

Fe Raittvay

Santa

N. M.,

Zzobun

is at the junction of the main lines of the

leading east and west

and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

"

-

'
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;
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THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, (sise 26xl4í feet) fronting upon 80 and
etrete And avenues, RIGHT In the business
ARE THE OWNERS OF THE BELEN TOWNSITE, Consisting of
Railway
Depot
upon
directly
Fe
Santa
CITY
the
and
center of the NEW
Grounds. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway company Is now grading Its extensive depot grounds and yard limits 800 feet wide and
Round House, Coal Chutes, Water Tanks, Machine Shops, Etc
m mile long, (capacity of seventy miles of Bide track) to accomodate its NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depots, HARVET BATING HOUSE,

CHURCH

Cattlemen's Convention at San

of The Atchison

ff

Mexico

JVetv

Santa Fe system
San
Texas
Old
Mexico
Paso,
and
Chicago
El
Los
Angeles,
from
to
Francisco and

RESPECT

CATHOLIC

Pailroad Center of
TopeKa
Helen

is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,

the Native People.
ALSO
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Mar-

sbi

cial Gives Mr, Hagerman Chance

70-fo- ot

.THE CITY OF BELEJV
--

s

Has a population of 1600, and several large Mercantile Houses, The Belen Patent Roller Mills, capacity 150 barrels dally: winery, etc It Is the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit
la New Mexico. From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, East and West, to all points in the United States and Old Mexico Its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
Belen has a 816,000 public school house,
All fast limited, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water Is good and climate unsurpassed.
two churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, harness shop, etc. THE LOTS OFFERED ARE
may remain on note and mortgage for sne year with Interest at eight per cent per annum.
Ono third of purchase money cash;
Title perfect and warranty deeds
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST.
person
ot
to
or
particulars
J.T
TO
In
write
prices
SECURE
CHOICE
THE
and
lots
LOTS.
call
WISH
For
YOU
further
COME
EARLY
given.

to Refute False Statements.

(By Will C. Bnrnos.)
San Marcial, Friday, Mar. 23. Tlu
second day of the meeting of the Cattlemen's association dawned brignt
and
beautiful.
Yesterday's
rain
brought a springlike feeling to the alrf
that made one glad to be alive and;
the trees are already in leaf and hills!
showing a green tinge on every Bide.'
When San
Marcial awoke thi"
morning they discovered that the gov;
ernor who should have arrived on the
midnight train was not here.
Some hasty telegraphing located him
un the tall end of a coal train somewhere along the road, the executive
having missed his train at Albuquerf
que through some miscalculation.
A great deal of fun over the accident was indulged In at the governor
expense.
Vhen the whistle of the train about
tO o'clock
coming,
announced his
about every living person In the Mill,
city was at the station to welcome
him.
Before the long string of coal cars
Came to a stop Glover nor Hagerman
dropped off the caboose, grip In hand,
like some eager drummer on business
bent.
He was taken In tow by a receptlo
committee and after a chance to clean
up a bit escorted to the hall, which
was packed to suffocation.
The school children sang a song of
welcome, several other musical selec-tion- s
were given bv local musicians
and a short address of welcome and
introduction by C. V. Mallet precede
the governor's address.
Governor Hagerman spoke in his
usual frank and straightforward man
nor.
He claimed especial Interest in
the cattle men's affairs, being hlmse:f
a stockman, and promised to do ev
erything in his power to further thel'
Interests, told them that as an earnest
republican he was anxious to keep ins
party and that he hoped he would
have the loyal support of all true republicans, as well as all classes of OUt
citizens.
The Square Ocal (.oes.
The governor assured his hearer
that he felt himself the representative
of President Roosevelt and that a
sucii it would be his earnest endeavoi
to carry out a policy in harmony with
tin' president's well known idea of a
square deal for every man.
deep SCENE 1'IIOM Till: THIRD ACT OF THE "TAMING OF THE SHREW," TO BE PRESENTED BY THE MR CHARLES 15. HAN FORD COMPANY
He spoke of the president's
interest In our affairs and assured
IN ELKS' THEATER, SATURDAY,
MARCH 31st.
them that It was his earnest desire t
help us in every manner possible.
The governor's remarks were we'd great credit on the citizens of San
reaches the audience every tlm what- artists who have vied with eoch other
'
ever the music may lie. and that the to secure the be.nl and most beautiful
received and he made a most favora- Marcial, who looked after the many
ble Impression upon all citizens With things that made It a SUCOOSS,
band is the greatest musical organisa- results. Their efforts, It Is said, hav S
been crow lied with success not only
tion of its kind in America.
whom he came In contact,
Mention should he also made of the
f
A Base Ball (ame.
work of Secretary W. P. Sanders,
And'Ferullo, what can anyone say mi account of their extra exertions,
but alSO because the Italian tttttOS
This afternoon a game of base bal. the association, who has worked with
to describe the way the young musibetween local teams was attended by untiring zeal to make the association's
It is phere and ths coloring of the period
cian directs the organization.
FAVOR FROM quite past all description. Ferullo uses of "The Taming of the Shrew" readithe governor and visitors and afforde i part in the meeting a success.
lend themselves to artistic endeava world of amusement for the crowti
Mr. Sanders, owing to private busihinds and arms, lingers and toes, head ly
the play Is on
resign as secrethe score being something like 15 to ness, was forced
and hair, and eye and body and soul or.parThe costuming ofexcellence,
While
with the scenic
the scorekeeper tary for the association, much to every
6r, or thereabouts,
In directing the band, and while the a
properties
finally running out of paper on whlc'i one's regret.
result Is an excruciating tangle of the all the other appointments,
to record the runs made by the native
young man's body, almost painful to ami electrical effects help to make the
The new executive committee met
production one of the most nolabl
team.
Witness, one forgets his erratic manthe governor in the afternoon and had
ever sent on tour. It Is statIn the evening a grand reception a long talk with htm relative to matnerisms in the musie he gets out of that wasevery
member of the company
was held in the hall where the govHe reaches ed that
ters pertaining to prosecution and
the men around him.
ernor met the people with a hearty punishment of stock thieves and were
them all. takes them all in and hold-the- is an artist who has won his spurs In
in a unity that is wonderful an I Shakespearean drama. At the head of
hand shake. This was followed by a promised that he would do all In hts
alotgetln r pleasing.
dance which was still In full blast it power to aid them In protecting t liThe climaxes Mr. llanford's supporting company is
All
Has
Manner
Ferullo
2 a. m., when the governor took the honest cattle raisers from the work of
which Ferullo draws front this hand the actress, Miss Marie Drofnah, conare magnificent Tiny fairly lift the cerning whom so much has been writtrain for Santa Fe.
the thieves.
listener- to his feet. They are tre ten. Already a great deal of curiosity
In Behalf of N'alive People.
Captain Fullerton, of the mounted
Before this reception began the police, came down from Socorro on
mendous but they never jar. The har- has been manifested to sec her In the
His Own.
mony is always perfect.
Ellery's band role of Kathertlte.
crowd was all seated and after som last night's train.
í a hotter organisation than ever beThe Merchant of Venice will be the
music the' meeting was called to orHon. Elfego Haca, the district atfore. With Mich musicians and such a play at the matinee Saturduy afterder by Mr. Juan Trujillo, who In a torney of Socorro county, Is also here
leader it la smsll wonder that Ibis noon.
most eloquent speech In Spanish bade taking an active interest in (Batten
YOUNG DIRECTOR USES WHOLE
band is rapidly taking Its place as the
the governor welcome to San Marcial generally.
The Harmless Business Competitor.
DrSl band in America.
on behalf of the native people.
Magdalena Next Year.
No business man ever feared a
It was entirely unexpected and all
The executive committee selected
R00Y TO LEAD THE SAND
Wii) li Hna won Success,
competitor who did not advertise; It's
.Magdalena as the place of meeting for
the more enjoyable.
lint behind the talent of the Indi- the one who advertises a little more
Mr. Trujillo assured Governor Hagnext year and elec ted Hon. w. '. Mcvidual members of ths band, behind aggressively than yourself who inerman of the deep and sincere re- Donald, of Carrizozo, for president of
the young genius who direct.'1 It, Is a duces your Insomnia. Isn't this true?
great
Ellery's
Channlng
hand
W.
people
of
gard which the native
the tho association, and
H. Spachman.
musician and a manager, who knows
territory felt for him and pledged him of San Acacio as secretary.
of Italian musicians won hearty favor music and who knows musicians and
their cordial and hearty support In all
They are both active, wide awake from two iig audiences In i;iks' thaaj who Is striving all the lime for the
his actions.
gentlemen, and will see that the work ter yesterday, splendid programs hi- best Ibero is in music. That Is why
Governor Nulls n Canard.
of the association during the Coming eing presented at both the matinee Kllery's band Is successful, ('banning
Although the governor was entirely year will not be allowed to fall below and the evening performances.
The Klei y doesn't care for rag time. He
unprepared he took up the affair very the high standard set by its past of- afternoon program was for the most believes that the people do not rare
easily and In his usual frank and op- ficials.
for it when they can get better music
WHOLES ALB
en manner answered the remarks in
and be gives them the belter music.
I
$1
Cigar
CALORO)
Liquor
ARS
CALENDARS!
quite a lengthy talk.
"P ig time Is doomed in this country, said Mr. Elleiy yesterday. "The
He took occasion to speak of the reDon't buy yov ea'oidars until yo'i
Exclusive Asenta tor
people are tiring of It. It was a fad
porta so industriously circulated that have seen the Morning Journal's line.
and O. K. C. Whiskies
nrid the Tad has pissed, that is all Yellowstone
he came Into the governor's chai:'
salesman will call on you In a few
&
'hand n White Seal ChamMoet
Most musical organ! it ions make th
with a prejudice against the native days.
A. U. C. Hohcmlnn
pagne,
St.
Louis
people.
He assured them of the abwhen playing In small
mistake
and Jos. Sehlitx Milwaukee liouicd
towns, particularly In the west of givsolute falsity of the report and deBeers, and Owners and Distributer
ing cheap music,
They work under
clared himself always the friend of
of the Alvarado Clnh Whiskey.
t
the Impression that the people of
the people of New Mexico, of all class- ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
Write for our illustrated Catalsaut
es and more than ever, the friend of
do not know good music and thai and price list.
Automatic Telephone. Its.
tin y do not care for It. The theory
the native element whose forefathers
Salesrooms, 111 South First Street.
beyears
Is
fifty
Mexico
all wrong. The people of the west
came to New
good music as
know
well as Jo AMU Ot CHOCK - - NEW MEXICO.
Saturday, March J I
fore the Pilgrims landed on Plymouth
the people of the east, and they deHock.
It makes
no
dlfferen :e
Touching another report which had Matinee at
mand i:.
pin Night al H: M pp
whether one understands the classics
been industriously circulated around
or not. If they are interpreted by mil- the territory that "he was opposed to
We are the Leading Druggists
Engagement of tits Distinguished
slilaus who play ul'h the heart an I
not only the native people, but the
4
I
Actor Mlt.
the heart iliev ii nefl to any audi
Catholic church, Governor Hagerman
of the Southwest
ence,
We play less md less of rag'
denied the charge most earnestly and
time and more and more of the works
Impressively.
B.
of the masters. In l.as Angles where
He claimed the highest respect for"
And carry the largest stock
we spend our Winters, the people have
the church and cited his own case,
Accompanied hy
Stopped asking us for rag lime. They
where when sick almost to death, In
Chemicals, Toilet
Drugs,
want the better music. In Milwaukee
n foreign country he was cared for
Miss Marie Drofnah
where we played for several weewi
and nursed back to life by the good
and Fancy Goods between
lust summer, the hand give one rag
Sisters of Charity of the Catholic
ti
Productions
selection as pari of the program.
In Two SuK-iDenver and Los Angeles.
church.
Then i announced thai we would plX
He told his listeners that the archrio more rag time and the house came
bishop and bishop at Santa Fe were "The Merchant of Venice"
conihl It.
down. They ilidti t
his personal friends, that he had
"Out m fiallui last night we nlayed
sulted with them freely and openlv
At I he Matinee, and
'o an audience thai remained absoappointments,
in regards toft certain
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
lutely un; exponslve to rag time; hut
both past and prospective in which "The Taming of the Shrew"
that audience gave us hearty approval
the native people were especially Inwhen we played
The
olld muMc,
At Night.
terested and had acted In perfect
People in, frmger i'aii' tin rig. They
with Ihem, and in the futura
to.
take it because they have
matters con- Each Play Presented in a gHIHptsHHU
That In
when acting on any
Lowney's, (iuntlier's and WhitI It
N( Est O. FERULLO,
w hy rag time Is soon to disappear.''
cerning the welfare of the nativo
Manner. Willi Evcr Attention
Who Directa the Cilery Hand.
pie he intended to take Into his
i
to Detail.
man's Candies Always Fresh
Helval Of Taming the shrew.
counsel both these gocjd men and to
among
Conspicuous
this
season's
possible
by
as
their
as
guarded
far
be
part of lighter
music, "out it was theatrical offerings Is the revival of
advice and wisdom.
75c, $1.00 and $1.50 pleasing
music, and it but prepared "The Taming of the Shrew," in which
The governor handled the whole Prices:
the well known
the admirers of the organization for Charles Hanford,
question In a very frank and IngenMatinee Prices: 75c and $1.00
the magnillrent program of classical Shakespearean slur, will be seen at
refuted
ious manner and certainly
J, H. O'Rielly Company
wns
on
a
evening.
Saturday night,
Klks
given
music
It
in
the
theater
to him Heats
t MmImoii'h Hook Store
these charges which had come
MU
isi
always
program
announces
31.
Mr.
that
March
Hanford
classics
the
way
of
In
a
thai Wednesday. March 2Mtli, lit 0 O'ClOCk.
from various sources
Druggists, Barnett Building
appeal when played by musicians and that nothing has been left undone to
left no doubt In the minds of his heardeEvery
man
interpreted.
Iho
of
enhance
intelligently
attractiveness
the
sincerity
and
ers of his entire
r
Preceding lite crforiiUMi
NOTE
Every picture
In Ellery'S band Is a tnuHlel.ui
and lightful old comedy.
'
Free Delivery to any part of
- each ii dividual of the big organisation
Iliinwill be given Its proper setting. SpeShrew,
Mr.
of
the
The
Tanilii'r
Meeting.
the city.
Successful
A Mont
Incial scenery has been designed for
the one act Napo- playa his heart Into his particular
The meeting has beon an unquallfH forrt will present Old
by
Is
loading New York
that tho band this production
strument. The result
Guard."
ed success In every way and reflects leonic play. "The
two-thir-

ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

JOHfi BECKE. Tresident

Communication Nade Easy
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
n, I all pulí ts North and Enst by the.

El Pa.so

i

.

11
II

mm

i

AIRES

J

BEHCET,

--

WM. M.

System

& Southwestern

Rock Island System
The Only way wllli two
Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best.
tliiough trains daily, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers,
ion Dining Cars, Chair Cars mid Coaches. 1'or uny trip, anywhere, any time TABIC TUB SOUTHWESTERN.
at

Tor Full Particulars sec any Agent or Address

GARNETT KINO
General Agent

V.

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent

EL PASO. TEXAS

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
Effective DcCenibcr 10,

Santa Ke Hnincli

Westbound

STATIONS

East bou ml
11:00 a. m....Lv
12:51 p. m....Lv
2:11 p. m....Lv
v
2:00 p. tn
Lv
4:02 p. m
4:32 p. m....Lv
6:45 v. m....Lv
8.30 p. m....Lv
3:00 a. m..,.Lv
Lv
4:35 a. m
7:30 a. m....Ar

....

1B05.

Ar....

Santa Fe
Española
Embudo
I ta ran a
Servilleta
Tres Piedras
Antonlto
Alamosa
Pueblo
Colorado Springs
Denver

I

Lv.

.

. .

Lv....
Lv....
Lv....
Lv....
Lv....
Lv....

:....Lv....

Lv....
Lv....

3:30 p. m
1:26 p. m
12:26 p. m
11:36 p. m
10:2 p. m
10:00 p. m
8:10 p. in
6:40 a. in
11:05 p. m
9:40 p. m
7:00 p. m

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner where good meals are served.
CONNECTIONS
At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the
standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge via Salida, making
the entire trip in daylight and passing through the Eauious Itojral Gorge, also
for nil points on Creede branch.
A. S. BARNEY,
S. K. IIOOPEK. G. V. A.,
.1
Agent.
Denver Colo.

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
cholee Liquors Served. A Good Place
to while ewnv the weary hours.
All the Popular Games.
Keno every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
Nights.
JOSEPH BAUNKTT.
120 W. Railroad Ave.
Proprietor

MEUNUEAKIN

Dealers

Charles

Han ford

,t

hai-ninn- y

truth-fulrfM-

Might decide to
settle along
tho

FURNITURE
That Furnishes. Beautifies and Oeoo
rates the borne arriving dailv .andean
be seen si our new More. We would be
pleased to dhow you our new line

J.

W. MASTERS
Home Supply Company
I

IN

V.

Gold

u.

t

olo. Phone H

IIS

RICO HOTEL
iMm III A

your
neighborhood.
Send us a list of their names
and addresses. Wo will mall to
them our descriptive land literature. Why not work together
In this mat ter. It only co3ts you
a postal card. Address,
If they knew more about

General Colonisation Agent
S. F. Hy.,
A. T.
Chicago
Railway Exchange,

Lcnclonl, Props.

SAI OON, RESTAURANT AND

KOOMIM. IKH

111 NO. FIRST

si;
S T It

E E T
I

i

ggfv

iisWkwlB
4 IUm.

EJIÍ
fcr

T0

1MB
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PsssWW W

Cim bust
r

hot

FRENCH

Will

IWv4 Hamulrt
4 rmi
Wru

fcr
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PILI

n iffi

NM Ihtm m Irltl. N k.
rrf. If nr dnigfOt
a w ikt

STE

SJI

s.

i
i

Ar-tU'-

Your Friends
Back East

B. F.
Room

COPP, D.
It,

J.

S.

N. T. AnuUo Building

Sold

by the J. II.
o'Rivliy Company.

In Albuquerane
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T. Y. Mavnard

Geo. W. Hickox

(

Hand-painte-

A LARGE

South Second Street

The Arch Froxnl

LOCAL HEMS Of INTEREST MR. ELKINS
WMS
Weather
Washington. M;r. 24. New Mexico
and Arizona Occasional showers Sunday. Monday fair.
Louis Mcltae Is in from Estancia
for .i few days' visit with friends.
St'lller. OÍ Chicítgo. Is the
A
A
guest of Stmtu-- Uippus. of this city.
L L. Garwood returned to
frcm southern Arizona last
night.
J Hill at! George Walker,
of CoVorudo Srings, were in
Albuquerque yesterday.
Johns. Arizona,
Sol Barth. ot
aat of relatives
who h.ts been tit
ias returned to
Iiiti- - for some da:
his home.
E. Abrahams, maoer of O'Rlelly
Company drug store, has bean confined to his home with malaria for the
past week-Itf. Hall, of the Albuquerque
Foundry Co.. returned yesterday fromllollyi abort vtalt with his family at
Albu-.juesrq-

con-traito- rs

.

'

ut-o- ff

STATEHOOD

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

STORY

ALBERT FABER.

ONCE MORE
(Washlngton Star.)
Senator Elklns was asked about the
statehood situation and the story of
how a mistaken handshake of congratulation brought about the defeat
of statehood for NYw Mexico thirty
years ago. "I voted for statehood for
New Mexico the other day," said Senator Elklns, "because the people there
tamed to want It. They semed to feel
that they had a majority of the votes
on Arizona and could control affairs.
While that was not the prime reason
In voting for statehood, I feel mighty
friendly to New Mexico, the people of
which did me a good turn many years
Yes, I twice had New Mexico
ago.
at the threshold of statehood when I
was a delegaae in congress from that
territory many years ago. One time
It was simply a question of calling the
bill from the table, but It was lost by
a few votes, due to an Inllammatory
speecli made by Senator Burrows, now
I
in the senate, and congratulations
extended to him. It was really my
I was getting along
fault, though.
well with the democrats and had the
promise of
the leaders that they
would help me to put the bill through.
While I was out attending to some
other business Hiirrows put his bazoo
to working and said some things that
made the democrats mad. I didn't
loar the speefh, but went In about
the time he concluded. One of my
frlendi said to me: 'Burrows has ju"t
made a great Speech on the statehood
Congratulate him.' I went forbill.
ward and stiook his hands. I noticed
that the democrats were watching me
They settled the matter then
closely,
and there by voting against the measure. Yes, that was thirty years ag )
and New Mexico Is entitled to State

J""'

ht

-
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Per Cent

Per Cent

S. BEAVEN

AND

COAL

Kodak Finishing and Bicycle
pairing a Specially.

Re-

502 S. FIRST ST

BOTH PHONES

CHICK FEED
Meal

Oil

Ground Flaxseed
Ground Bone
Drinking Fountains
FANCY
FANCY

1

I'l

l

lI,r

CLOVER

SEED

;ic.ss seed

002 SOUTH FIRST STREET-

The

LIVERY, FEED

& SALE

506

W.

Railroad

First Class Turnouts at Reasonable Rates.
Old Phone 2
New Phone 122.

The Birdsell Wagon
THE WORLD'S BEST'

Cash Will Tell
BOSS

COAL

$0 00 a ton
;u II up. .$6.00 a ton

COKE

A

PATENT

FLOUR

Large Sacks

$1.30

Small Sacks

65c

Telephone call or a Penny

Postal brings the goods and
makes a saving for you,

15.75 ton

$2 25 and

Big Load

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

3

co

le

75-fo- ot

Mill

319-321-32-

FEED AM) TRANSFER
STABLES

LIVERY,

addition gives ua the
Our new
best equipment In the city for boarding your private rig. Talk with me
about It. Baggage delivered to any
part of the city.
T. V. FORI), Prop.,
11- - John St.
Auto. Phone 604.

WOOD

PLUMBERS AND TINNERS

Av

STABLES

Cerrillos
American Block,

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO

Nash Electrical Supply Co

-

Highland Livery

Harness and Saddles

THE EIGHT OF LOVE
IS all right In its place.
Hut for pracuse the electric light Is
tical every-da- y
better. If ou are getting along without this modern method of illumination you are behind the times. Suppose you let us tell von the advantages
of ELECTRIC LIGHTING. They are
many. Including convenience, safety,
beauty and economy. We are at your
service any time. You can call on us
or If you say so we will call on you.
Which shall it he?

Both Phones.

Glarkville Produce Co
--

Discount

WOOD

Typewriters and
Bicycles

,

,

20

Discount

Kodaks, Sporting Goods

'

, ,

JOHN

In our new location
205 W. Railroad Av.

,,

gj

20

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

w

i

aaaaaaaaaaa

TELLS THE OLD

al
assistant
Manager Hurley, of the Santa Fe. was
with the big
In the city yesterday
party of railroad officials.
Roland BteVtfM. formerly of this
city, now employed on the Balea I
Is In Albuquerque the guest of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Stevens.
well
known
W. It. BWOMOn, the
Omaha dry goods auloamun. will
leave for Santa Fe this morning after
ta extended business visit la this city.
James Boyce. who has lots of
friends In Albuquerque, left last night
for El Taso, where he expertsas toa
take a position at his trade
bollermaker.
l.os
Vlr and Mrs. fade Selvy. of
Angeles, are In the city for a few
,l..vV visit to friends.
elvy Is
Mr.
in charge of the Santa Fe seen servn e men on the coast lines.
Fire In a Pile of waste paper in the h iod now."
alley in the rear of the Grant block,Third end Railroad avenue, latea yes- gfXRET OF HIDDEN GOLD
HI
terday afternoon, reaulted in
BURIED WITH WOMAN
No serious
for the fire department.
damage w ia done.
Remains of Dona Pancha Copctlna
A small fire in the blacksmith shop
Hurled in Tui -- on.
Cope-va- s
'
'. " ' I'anchll
fire department a busy half tona,
the
Francisca
real7 name
Jhourshops
s work
The ,i.,,u r,. ,. heil no
interred this morning.
great proportions and no damage W WM)
re buried
moment was done.
lead to
creU which If known,
Governor H. J. Hagerman was in , hl. ,l(f.vt.ry of f0odl) sums of gold
.
m i cmi ni
..i,,..!,!,, icwch v si ys the Tucson
the city yesteru iy m
home to Santa l from Sin M ir. nil. Clti .n
of
where he attended the convention
Dona rancha was U lldedly eccen-Mothe Central New Mexico Calle and trie. Of late years th
of gold
Horn.Protective association.
her way Is said not to have been 10
CaThomas E. Walsh and Thomas
free as in the early At yt when Toe
tey, of Boston, friends of J. M. O'Rlel- son resembled In many ways a MexA
ly. of this city, were shown about.
ag to the old
by Mr. O itieliy.
bnquerque
Nevcrthi
massed thous-- s
The gentlemen are members of a tin
pawnbroker
party of nineteen tourists who are
HO
nf her OWI race, as well
aim .H"ir
.'IIIK the HDUltlWeSI
if the Kavmond and ns fe
me else wh cared to bor
der th
The nny
Th. woman is said to
Whitursion company.
a very shrewd lender nnd
night for El Paso and have
pal
lemanried, hut also secured
not
the
uhlit
Dicing from 10 to ZQ pel
Si hool
baseball team Inter
High
it is state
derisive defeat to the m- - cent per monin.
idS at these
,r, Iéém tp.lerdnv afternoon
that most of the loai
ranging
sums
for
were
slve rates
h.in si hool. defeating the lnJ.'," to $500. nevertheless, th"
dlans hv the score of it to ,. This Is
were many and a golden stream
t he
first game the High School has
id to have poured Into the cof-o- f
won from the Indians this year, but
the woman for years. These
it was a clean victory and one of
were lecUred by costly jewelry
Which the boys are proud, for the
t of
the pawns ware never re- Benjamin
s. hool ioam is fast.
,,o, i,,.a . iMaSn i?
for the Mich
Consequently questions
11
u. i
meet attain
Th. ,
..
tisked as to what the woman did with
i.
j,i,.r,i ,i. Vw h le-ij.welrv and money. Did she hide
lis i June and the next gime will ithersomewhere
,1.",
about the house or M
Id. the question of superiority.
or did she lose
it bur ei somewhere,
some,
to
be
getting
Albuquerque is
,
thing of I distributing point. In bel
f tnr ben ,n(,rt
point for
, ,
lt has been a distributing
of m
quito I while, hut It Is reaching out.
m,m(hs
be tlmk ,,
,
The latest field to be opened up for an .
gold
coin to
hox filled with
Albuquerque business house is the
m.i loonkeeper and atked htm to keep
lassie city of Beaton, where the pre- the
v for ner.
The saloonlst
conception of New Mexico is ,.,!,.,, alH) advlaed her to put the mo, follow
or a land of bloody Indians and bad
hl. ,,,,,.
(
sl. but,,,,, buried
The Albuquer- - n)s ;l,lvi,.(. ,,,,.Ver.
men with guns on.
the
mpany is the firm ,,,,,, .y
oue Hard war
r,.,ir of her home, sh- ,).
I
Boeton
up
the
in
opened
that has
ltll getter dig
WM tiU l. tnUi liuii Bn
Yesterday the well known lyp the money as It WSI known to
market.
to Mr. Thomas er- -j WBeM t had been burled.
house
Casey, of Hoston. a handsome western
saddie. and a splendid st of harness
not cost you B cent to try
It w
ordered recently bv Mr. Casey, who I chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
a mlnlnic man and who irwk
Tableta, and they are excellent for
home In Boston. This Is probably stomach troubles and constipation.
the tlrst sale of the kind made by an Oct a free sample at any drug store.
Albuquerque iirm in the city of beans
Mi - Irthur Keith will open a dancand lofty ideal.
Charle Main)! has resigned a San- ing Ha-,-- . In Flk' opera DOOM BCXl
ta Fe officer at tSleta, HS has hel l Tuesday, March 17 th. Private leaeons
to h. For part tenia ra address
tile somewhat difficult post at the ho- From
bo infested junction for ths peal year 120 West Gold avenue.
an l has done good service. lulling
REMEMBER Till. REGULAR 60
the time h ha held the position
EVT si Aim MWFIt AT THE
Mains has ben the target for several
I
revolver shots, has heen badly cut at KKIUEIt CAI
least Once, hut has never failed 10
Leaf Devices
make the arrest he etarted out to
lo advantage in every
make.
have the metals and
City Clerk Howard H. Betts of Sili loose leaf binders any
ver City, rirved in Albuquerque Inst
desired, our new loose
night from Santa Fe. where he haA
Is a winner, far keeping
been on a business trip. Mr. Belts will
In proper shape.
spend Sunday here.
R.
Lltligow ,V Co,
B.
last
Chllders returned
Hon. W.
k binder)
Journal Bulldln-Where
Washington.
has
he
nlfht from
busion
days
past
CALENDARS!
CALENDARS!
ten
for
been
the
Don't buy your calendars until you
ness before the supreme court.
n the Morning Journal's line,
Charles E. Uoss, formerly assistant
salesman will call on you in a few
traveling auditor. Ia In the city from
Santa Fe to itay over Sunday.
McNpaddcn. (He Exchange mnn. 300
CALENDARS I CALBNDABSI
Broadway.
Don't buy your calendars until you South
have aeen the Morning Journal's line.
Foe Rent.
A salesman will call on you in a few
Rooming house of thn
days.
rooms. Furniture in sa ne for sale.
Fins lo. ttlon: great hai ;aln. Apply
Do yon want to grt into nitatnrss. t). W. Strong's Sons.
tf
McHpad
required.
Kmall capital
Sv
den, the Exchange man 300 S. Broad
r r t
way.
tf What part r ofr this
paper do vou
sunnnae ia the most intereatlng to the
ll it i oats .....
trv
la
eagerlv looking
'"lnraon who
attend il- - dance and band concert at furnished room or Imiinlinir nifor a'
Old Town this afternoon
Ia vour ad In that part of the naner?
IL

Special Sale This Week

CONSIGNMENT OF

RUGS AND CARPETS

New Mexico's Lea ding Jewelers

t'

6

i

Are Exclusive Representatives of
The Gotham Manufacturing To.. Sterling Silverware; The Llbbey Co.,
d
China
Artistic Cut Class, and The W. A. Plckard
Each In Its class, and appropriate for Wedding Gifts. Our stock of
Diamonds "never before so complete." 'Tls a good time for investment, as Diamonds arc rapidly advancing in value.

AfX

e

JUST RECEIVED

Bhe Hickox Maynard Company

Sunday, March 25. 1906.

Albuquerque Cash

2.75

Whitney Company

Grocery Company

W.H.HÁHN&C0

The Big North End Store.

Wholesale Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona

i

Phones:

Colo. Blk 270. Auto. 023

Black 280

Phones: 410

Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

On Top....

'

The Largest Stock West of Kansas City

l or its enduring
qualities you
will find our Hum bing Work.
When .miii arc looking around
for a lo estimate on your job.
let ir i ni I you on lop by quoting you low price-- .

113-115-11-

7

South First Street

401-40- 3

Albuquerque, new Mexico

North First Street

I

i.

i

g J7

DIAMONDS
When bought right are a good Investment.
Our prices are RIGnT.
We Invite you to call and examine the beautiful diamond (ooda we are
offering. Alao Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Mall orders receive
prompt attention.

FVFRFTT

JEWELER
T"E LEADINGAvenue
Railroad

To Contractors

J. L. Bell Co.
122 W. Silver

Ae.

p

The Tromnt Vlumbers

0.W. STRONG'S SONS
MONUMENTS
Whlta and Black Hearae

211

North Second

Street

. .........................

LUMBER.

eeaatsf

Albuqueraue, New Mexico

ETC.

We

win be K'ad to give
on anything front the mill
esti-mat-

work of ii home to mukim; a
window screen ami will guaran-- j
satisfaction.

The Superior Lumber and

Planing Mill Go.

L

West

Special Excundon to t'ity oí Mexico
Imperial Covncll Ancient Arabic
Order Nobles of Mystic Bhrine Con- ami ttetarn Rate or Mo.26.for the
round trip. Date of sale April
vention, Emm Aaaalea, OaL, Muy
lo
May .". inclusive. Filial return Hunt
IMt.
!,(,
July 111 HMili.
National COlUtlVaS of Mothers,
Anieles, t al.. Muy 1 1.
will
oooaaions
tickets
i'or tiie above
Conference of the
be Mold to Loh AiikcIc'h or San francisco at the rate of one furc for tlic Mormon Church, Suit Lake City, rialu
April
190ft.
Kate $39.10 lor (he
round trip.
Ditto of sale April 2(1 to May A, round trln. Itute of hhIc March BO lo
inil 3 Inclusive. Final limit
lDOfi. Inclusive.
w
dayH from dan- ,,r sale.
Final limit July 31, lono.
7--

ln.

Semi-Annu-

Liberal Stopovers on all above excusión. .
Por full information call at the Ticket Office.

T. E. PURDY,

AND UKX FLINTKOTE ROOITNO,

First Street & Mairauette Avenue,

BUILDERS,

Raptes

..

Sash, Doors, GIslss, Cement
ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO

HOUSE

Having consolidated tho IMioenix
and Superior I'lililliliK MIIIn. tilt'
machinery being of the latest i
tlgns and best makes, we are pee"
pared to do ail kinds of mii i.
woitii nt a price never before
atempted in Now ateiloo.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
201

M Chee-VjI7 South

3

Gro88,Kelly&Co

Toti & Gradi FOR SAL K

Dealers In
GROCERIES, PROVISIONS, RAY.
OKAIN AND FUEL,
Manors
line Line of Imported Wines,
and Cigars. I'laee our tlrucra
WooL Hldea
Pelu
1
Ua.
ils
'II
With
For
iJnc
a Specialty
LAS VEGAS
ALBUQUERQUE
NORTR THIRD STREET

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS

i

Agent

lllack Minorca, Flymouth
Hock anil Rhode Island
lied Funs: l per Setting
D. KLUMPP, 1006 SOUth

Edith St

A.

